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Abstract 
T�e su tainabl� d�veJop�ent of any region depends on the avai labi l ity of water resources. In 
and ar:d sem � -and regI Ons, �he 
.
shortage in freshwater resources constitutes the major 
cons�ralllt agamst th e panslOn III agricultural and industrial activities. Therefore, every 
possIble effort should be made to assess. develop and sustain the l imited freshwater water 
resource in uch regions. 
The nited Arab Emirate (UAE) is located in an arid region, "vhere the cl imate is 
har h and the r newabl.
e fr� h\\'ater resources are very l imited . Despite the severe shortage in 
water re o�rce ' . \ ater IS ml  used and �om�times wasted. The per capita dai ly consumption in 
the E I estunated at 700 lid hlch IS among the highest consumptions in the world 
including tho e countries with excess water resources. On the other hand, the country has 
experienced a rapid development over the last three decades. Vast areas have been cultivated 
and green belts have been created around cit ies and along the highways. Many new industries 
were establ i  hed in the different Emirates. As a result, the water demands to meet the rapid 
development in the different sectors have increased considerably during the same period. 
This increase in demand was partial ly covered by the expansion in the development of 
de alination water. evertheless, the groundwater resources have been overexploited for 
agricultural purpose . M any private farms were developed and hundreds of pumping wel ls  
\ ere constructed .  Records indicate that groundwater resources are currently under the risk of 
pos ible depletion not only because of the excessive pumping but also due to the l imited 
recharge from rainfa l l .  
This study presents a comprehensive analysis of the groundwater resources in  some 
selected areas in A l  Ain .  The study area included Al Hayer, Gummed, Nahi l and part of Al  
Khadar. Previous reports, information and data were critical ly reviewed and discussed. The 
hydrogeological setting and main hydrogeological parameters for the study area were 
reviewed. Avai lable records for the groundwater levels were analyzed and contour maps were 
developed for the equipotential l ines depth to groundwater and drawdown in the different 
years. These maps were compared to provide a better understanding for the groundwater 
system and the flow pattem in the study area. As compared to the records of 1 99 1 ,  the 
maximum drawdown in the groundwater levels was about 1 7  m at the central part of the 
study area. On the other hand, contour maps were developed to assess the change in the water 
quality over the l ast two decades. It is concluded that the change in the groundwater qual ity is 
limited and it can be used for umestricted irrigation purposes. 
A two-dimensional finite-element model (SUTRA) was employed to simulate the 
groundwater condition is the study domain. Argus-One was used as pre-processor and post­
processor for SUTRA. The model was cal ibrated for the groundwater measurements
. 
of the 
year 200 1 and was then used to predict the groundwater levels for the year 20 1 a assummg the 
same pumpi ng rates. The expected decl ine in the groundwater levels within the study d?�ain 
varied between 5 m near the boundaries and 9 .5  m at the central part. Due to the l ImIted 
avai labi l ity of data, the results of the model should be regarded as qual i tative rather than 
quantitative. F inal ly, recommendations were proposed to protect and sustain the groundwater 
resources. 
Keywords: groundwater, assessment, analysis, development, model ing, Al Ain. 
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C hapter 1. Introd uction 
1.1 . Importance of \Vater in Arid Regions 
Al l  l i fe on earth i s  dependent one way or another on water. Without which no l i fe could 
exist, not only for mankind but also for fauna and flora. Water is the symbol of l i fe. Water 
resources are o f  strategic  national importance and thus the development of knowledge to 
enable their sustainable management and use must be of a high national priority at al l levels. 
Thi is  e\'en more empha ized in arid and semi-arid regions where renewable freshv,;ater is 
scarce and sometimes tota l ly  absent. 
The total amount of water in the globe i s  constant and has neither decreased nor 
increased throughout the history .  However. the location of \ vater avai labi l i tv may chancre J • e 
o\ er time, Like a l l  other substances. water can neither vanish nor created but i t  may 
transform from one state to another. For example, surface \vater can be transformed to 
groundwater and vise versa. B ased on the hydrologic cycle, the movement of water in the 
globe is an endl ess process. 
Arid area receive too l ittle precipitation to support dry l and agriculture or domestic 
l ivestock grazing . In contrast, semi arid areas are of adequate moisture at some time during 
the year to produce forage for l i vestock. There are even some years in semi-arid areas where 
the dry l and crop production is successful.  Water resources in arid and semi-arid reg ions are 
mainly c l imate driven. In sllch areas. the evaporation and evapotranspiration rates are far 
higher than the rainfal l .  Both of  the arid and semi-arid c l imates are characterized by extreme 
variabi l ity \vith commonly occurr ing droughts and infrequent periods of above average 
rainfal l  resultino in nash floods. In basic climate terms.  a desert can
 be defined as an area 
e 
which receives l i tt le or no rainfa l l  and experiences no season of the year in which rain 
regularly occurs icholson, 1 995). The common feature of semi-arid, arid and desert regions 
i the hortage of water and the harsh climatic conditions . 
Ground\\ater resources constitute the main, if not the only, our e of renewable 
fre h\\ater in arid and s mi-arid areas. However because of the very' limited natural recharae 0 '  
either from rainfall e ents or surface water bodies, aquifers in arid regions areas are exposed 
to depletion and water quality deterioration. In some areas, the groundwater is regarded as 
fossil water. 
About a third of the land surface in the world is either arid with less than 250 mm of 
annual pr cipitation or semi-arid with annual precipitation between 250 mm and 500 mm. 
The lack of freshwater resources in these regions constitutes a major deterrent to their 
'u:tJinable development. n the other hand. growing population. rising standard of living. 
and e\.panding opportunitie exert increasing demands [or \'aried needs for \\ater. These 
needs rna) be domestic, agricultural. industrial. \va te disposal, po\\er generation. 
navigational, transportation recreational and so on. 
The water shortage has already become commonplace in many parts of the world, 
In luding those that are not arid or semi-arid. In many of those parts where water is 
plentiful!: a\'ailable now. it i expected that by the middle of this century the) will start 
e"periencmg severe water shortages. The per capita share of freshwater has dropped 
significantly due to burgeoning population and the attendant increasing need for water. The 
global population increased from 5.27 to 6.06 billion during the period 1 990-2000 (WHO and 
'IeEF, 2000). :'leanwhile, the total amount of available freshwater remained constant. if 
not decreased due to mankind activities and the associated contamination of the freshwater 
re 'ources .  'ot\\ i th tanding these shortages. water conti nues to be used unwi
"e I), wasted and 
polluted. Insufficient water at the right place at the right time wit
h the right quality requires. 
more than ever before, improved management, effic
ient utilization, and increased 
conservation of limited freshwater reSOurces. These demands can onl be met if water 
resources are properly managed. 
Water scarcit\ in arid and sem'-ar'd 
. ' . . . ; I I regions IS rapldl: becomIng part of a \\Ide-spread 
em ironmental concern. The tv"in phenomena of depletion of existing water resources 
together with the pollution of these resources are causing a growing problem in these areas. 
1.2. "Vater Resource in the GCC Countrie : An Overview 
The geomorphology of the Gulf Cooperation Council (G.C.C) countries is typical in the 
desert \\hile the topography iv different at the Oman Mountains to the east and Asir 
10untains to the southwest of Saudi Arabia. The average annual rainfall in the G.C.C 
countries \ arie bet\\"een 70 and 1-+0 mm (arid condition as rainfall i les than 250 mm'y). 
The precipitation at the; mountains areas in Oman and outhwe-t of audl Arabia 1- high. 
reachIng about -00 n1lTh J. The urface runoff from the Oman Mountains recharges the areas 
in Oman and the United Arab Emirates. 
The average annual volume of rainfall in the G.c.e. countries is about 205.93 billion 
m3 (Ae AD. 1997). audi Arabia and Oman have the highest share of 158.47 and 37.6 
billion m.'. respective I: . The CAE and KU\vait receive 6.72 and 2. 2 7  billion m
3 of annual rain 
water. respectively. Qatar and Bahrain receive very small quantities of rain water (Al- Rashed 
and herif. 2000). 
The total surface runoff resulting from rainfall is estimated as -L83 billion m
3/:. audi 
Arabia and Oman have portions of 3.2 1 and 1 .-+7 billion m
3,y, respectively (Khouri and 
Deroubi. 1990 ;  AI-Zubari. 1997). The UAE has a portion of 0. 1 5  billion m
3/y of surface 
runoff \\hile Kuwait. Bahrain and Qatar have portions together less than :2 million m
3/Y 
(Abdulrazzak. 1995). A small amount of surface runotT (less than 20%) is used for irrigation 
or artificially recharges the aquifers. 
Ground .. ater resources in the G C C tn' . . . . coun es are eIther partly renewable resources 
in shallow alluvial aquifers or non renewable resources (or fossil water) in the deep aquifers. 
The non rene\.\ able ground\\.ater reserves eXist in the thick exten i\ e equences of 
edimentary formations. These formations are composed of sandstone, limestone, and 
dolomite and 0 erl basement rock formations known as the Arabian shield. hallow aquifers 
have good quality water with total dissolved solids between 250 and 4000 ppm. 
The total reserve of groundwater in the alluvial deposits is about 1 1 5 .5 billion m3 of 
\\hich 8-+ billion m3 exi ts in the largest single alluvial re ervoir of Saudi Arabia (Khouri et 
aI., 1986; kayli and Hu ain 1988; and Abdualrazzak, 199-+). Groundwater reserves in the 
deep aquifers of the Arabian shelf (fossil groundwater in deep sedimentary formations) are 
e-timated at �3�0 billion m3 \\ hile the average annual recharge is about 2.7 billion m3 only. 
The tolal \ olume of groundwater extracted from the deep aquifers in the last two 
dec3de- approached 300 billion m3 of \vhich 2 - -+.5 billion m3 \ver pumped from audl 
Arabia alone for agricultural purposes. The deep aquifers were recharged with about 54 
billion m3 during the last two decays (Abdulrazzak 1 994). 
There are many desalination plants in the G.C.C. countries that have been installed to 
meet the fre h \\:lter demands. In 1 997. the combined capacities of all desalination plants in 
the G.C C countries were 2 . 14 billion m
3 \\ ith a total production of 1.7 billion m
3. By the 
\ear 20 I 0 audi. rabia \\ i II produce 1.1 billion m3 y (Sahlawi, 1999). In 20 10 . the total 
productIOns of audi Arabia. United Arab Emirates and Kuwait will be in the order of 
1 . 5 
billion m
3 y. about one third of the total world water production from desalination plants. 
�lany \\ aste\\ater treatment plants were constructed in the 
G.c.c. countries at the 
tertiar\ and second3[\ le\ el (. 1- aati. 1 99-: Al 0.1uzaini and IsmaiL 199-+: Al Hajj. 1 99
5 and 
- -
AI-Zubari, 1 997). In the year 1999, the total volume o
f wastewater in the GCC countries was 
0.82 billion m
3, of which about 0 .74 billion m
3 was treated. The recycled volume of the 
treated wastewater in the same year was 0251 b'll 3. b 
. . • '-t I Ion m a out one- third of the available 
waste \\ater. The remaining water (0 486 billion m3) ' 11 d 
. 
th . was Spl e lOto e sea. The recycled 
\\ater IS used in developing greene!) areas, road ornamentals, and highways lands aping 
(Viswanathan and AI-Otaibi 1999). In 1993, the UAE developed 10 6 million m) of treated 
waste\.vater to irrigate golf courses parks and highways (Abdulrazzak 1995). By the year 
2 0 10, the production volume of the treated wastewater in the Gee countries is expected to 
reach 1.57 billion m
3 (Viswanathan and AI-Otaibi, 1999). 
1.3. \\ater Re ou rce in  the UAE 
The nited Arab Emirates consists of seven Emirates located between 22 ° 46 to 26° 16 north 
btitude- 51 ° 00 and 56° �) ea t longitudes, Figure 1 1. The Arabian Gulf lie to the northwest 
of the l :-\E and Gulf o f  man 1 located along it eastern coast. The mainland occupies a 
total area of about -WOO 1-..1112. 
The UAE is located in an arid area where rainfall is scare, random and infrequent. It 
varies between 20 and 140 mm/y. The UAE receives an average volume of 6.72 billion m
3 of 
annual rain \.\ater C· I-Rashed and herif, 2000 ). 14°-0 of the total rainfall water is lost as 
-urface runoff and base flo\.\. , \vhich amount to 18 1 �lm
3. �1easurements of rainfall in the 
CAE started in 1934. The maximum recorded average rainfall was 67 1.2 mm in 1995. 
measured at Khor Fakkan (Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1995). The mean daily pan 
e\aporation is estimated as 9.75 mm (Rizk et aI., 199-). 
For the Abu Dhabi Emirate the maximum annual rainfall was 2 - 0
. 1  mm (recorded in 
1982 ) and the minimum annual value was 2 mm (recorded in 2 00 1 ). ba ed on the records 
o\er the last t\\O decade . For AI Ain area. the maximum annual rainfall \\as 162
.5 mm 
(recorded in 1996) and the minimum annual value was 0.8 mm (recorded 
in 2 00 1 ) . 
These 
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Figure 1. 1. Location map for the United Arab Emirates. 
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\[any dams have been constructed along the main wadis over the last two decades in 
the CAE to intercept the surface water and recharge the groundwater systems. These dams 
along with other recharge facilities are expected to conserve 60 1m3 of water (UAE 
University. 1985). The most recognized and active dams in the UAE include Ham (AI 
Fujairah), Al Beeh (Ras Al Khaimah), Gulfa ( Ajman). Zukt (AI Fujyrah). AI-Tuween (AI 
Fujairah). Iden (Ras Al Khaimah) .. I-Geel eRas Al Khaimah) and Hadf (Ajman). In 1995 the 
volumes of water associated with these dams were 8.6, 6.65, 0 .55, 8.5. 6. 8 1.5. 0 .-1- 8  and 1.9 
million m3, respectively. A total of about 45 dams of different sizes have already constru
cted 
6 
and another 2 7  dams are currently und ' . . . er constructlOn ( fmlstry of Agnculture and Fishers 
'JOO 1). The authorities and concerned Ministries I'n UAE d ' 'd bl ffi - are evotmg consl era e e orts 
and re -oun:es to enhan e the surface \. t h va er anestmg and reduce the undesirable impacts of 
tlood 
Groundwater constitutes the main natural source of water in the UAE. Its aquifer is 
unconfined arid underlies the gravel plains which extend from Ras Al Khaimah to Al Ain. 
The tremendous increase in groundwater pumping in the different areas has caused a rapid 
decline in the ub urface water table throughout the hydrogeological system with some local 
depres ion cone ranging from 50 to 100 km in diameter at Al Dhaid, Hana, Al Ain and Liwa 
areas. As a result. several shallo\. wells have been terminated and saltwater intrusion 
problem: \\ ere encounter d in the coa tal areas. 
The depths of ground\vuter belo\\. the ground surface \.ary from one area to the other. 
For example. in Liwa, Diba. Mor Fakkan Kalba, haam and Khatt areas the groundwater 
table is located at a depth of 5 m or less. In Al Shwaib Madinat Zayed and Al Madam areas, 
the depth to the groundwater table is in the order of 10 -2 5  m. In Al Wagan, Al Hayer, Jabal 
Hafit, AI Faiyah, AI  Jaww plain, Hatter and Massif areas, the groundwater table is located 
20 -2: m belo\-v the ground surface. In addition, depths of 50 -100 m exist in Wadi Al Bih and 
Al Ain area . In Al Dhaid. the groundwater is encountered at depths of more than 100 m. 
The anah sis of 200 groundwater samples collected from various fields IDe. 1996) - � 
indicated the presence of local. intermediate and regional groundwater flow ystems which 
affect salinity, quality and type of groundwater. Groundwater salinities of 2 30 -1000 lm
g;l) 
exist in Al Jaw\\' plain. :"lasafi and hwaib areas. alinities of 1 000 - 3  �OO (mg/I) are reported 
in Al Ain. Diba. Hatta. Matt and Al Fujyrah area . whereas salinities
 of 3 -00 -6 -00 (mg I) 
are recorded in Ras Al Khaimah, ladinat Zayed, Liwa and Dub
ai Areas. Groundwater \vith 
I· 
. 
t th 10 000 (n10/\) exists in Dhaid west and south
 of Al Ain and Kalba areas. 
sa mlty grea er an , c '  
7 
In the coastal areas the ground\ ater salinity may reach that f th Th fi o e seawater. ere ore, most 
of the available groundwater in the country is either brackish or saline. 
The CAE is one of the leading countries in the de\ 'elopm� t f th d I' 
. 
-.n 0 e esa matlOn \\ ater. 
Desalination plants are constructed to bridge the gap between freshv,:ater demands and 
freshwater availability. lany large membrane systems and thermal desalination plants have 
been constructed. The UAE produces about 12% of the total fresh water production from all 
desalination plants in the world. The construction of the small scale desalination plants 
increa ed in Abu Dhabi Emirate due to the increase in oil exploration basis and the 
construction of new villages. I Taweela Jabal Ali and Umm-EI Nar are among the large 
capacity (MSF) plants in the world (Aly 1998). 
The yearly water production from the de alination plants in the AE is hown in 
Table 1.1. The production of de alinated seawater increa ed from 7_1.6 \[G (3.276 �[m
3) in 
1991 to 1027.93 �lG -+.667 �lm
J) in 2001. The production of desalmated groundwater 
increased from 550.09 MG (2.497 Mm3) in 1991 to 2184.2 MG (9.916 Mm3) in 2001. For the 
same period, the total production from MED plants increased from 989 MG (4.49 Mm3) in 
1998 to -+ 156 IG (18.868 Mm3) in 2001. As a result, the net production of desalinated water 
ro e from 1271.69l\fG (5.773 1m3) in 1991 to 7368.13 MG (33.451 1m3) in 2001. 
Waste\\ ater recycling is used in the UAE to supply water for irrigation of green areas 
along the highway s, greenbelts, and city gardens. In addition, it can be used fo
r cooling in 
man) industries. In 1993. the annual production of wastewater in the U
AE was 106 \lm3/) 
of which 62 �rm3 /y \vere used for irrigation purpose of green areas along high\\ays and 
green areas in the cities (Abdulrazzak, 1995). In 1995 and 1998 the annual production of 
\\ astewater reached 500 and 881 �rm3. respective I) . On the other hand, the annual treated 
wastewater reused for irrigation purposes and groundwater recharge reached 108 and 18 -.3 
Mm3, in the same years, respectively. 
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I 96 I 97 I 98 I 99 1 2000 I 2001 
Desalinatcd water produced from seawater In Million. Gallons. 
198.00 25lLOO 277.00 288.40 188.50 146.92 
596.20 568.00 677.00 666.60 615.53 640.24 
334.40 331.00 297.00 107.80 323.31 240.77 
01128.6 .001157 .001251 01062.8 1127.34 1027.93 
Desalinated water produced from groundwater in Million Gallons. 
622.60 810.92 759.00 827.20 825.12 813.46 
191.40 215.38 185.00 182.60 190.10 347.61 
589.60 578.60 334.00 437.80 849..19 1003.65 
2.20 11.00 1636 1 1.19 
4.40 2.20 3.65 2.51 
-
2.42 2.20 5.71 5.79 f-.--
01403.6 01604.9 1287.02 .001463 1890043 2184.20 
-
989.00 1052.00 1753.00 2146.00 
554.00 1451.00 
295 00 559.00 
-
989.00 1052.00 2602 4156 
2532.20 2761.90 3527.02 3577.80 5619.77 7368.13 
1.4. \ ater Re o u rce in Al Ain Region 
Based on the records of rain gauges maintained by the 1 inistry of Agriculture at 
• fa fut and Ho\\ aylat. the average annual rainfall on the catchment'S area of Al Ain is 
estimated as 155 mm, The natural recharge based on 10°'0 of average rainfall over the 
catchments areas ( 1  460 km2) is 23 mil l ion m3jy, In Al Ain region there are no watercourses, 
which discharge into the sea even i n  heavy flood. A wadi dam wil l  increase percolation into 
the aquifer upstream of the dam at the expense of reduced percolation downstream of the 
danl. However. there wi l l  be less evaporation loss. 
Al Ain region has been subdivided into ground\.vater provinces to the north and south 
of an east west l i ne roughly through Jabal Hafit .  These provinces are referred to as the Al Ain 
catchments and the outhern catchments respectively. Figure 1.2. 
Groundwat r flow l ines throughout the region are aligned east \\ est. Recharge to the "-' "- ...... -
northern area i from the Oman 1 10untains and ground\\ater flows through the freshwater 
zone which l ies along the mountain front, and into the desert. Although the recharge to the 
southern area is also from the Oman Mountains, there are no water resources development 
up-gradients, and pumping of groundwater from this area \\ i l l  not affect the northern area 
e\ en in the long-term. 
Eftluent from the domestic water supply \\ i l l  either percolate to the water table 
through septic tanks or sewerage system for treatment or reuse as irrigation water. It is 
estimated that about two thirds of the publ ic domestic and trade suppl: represents a gain 
through effluent returns. For p lanning purposes, assuming some degree of control on private 
garden watering in the future, effluent returns are assumed to be 70% of the public domestic 
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Figure 1.2. Subdivision of Al Ain area .;-OC and LSGS, 1993). 
1 .5. Objecti e 
The ultimate objecti e of the study is to assess a ailabi l ity and sustainabi l ity of groundwater 
re'ource in orne elected areas of Al Ain.  The e areas ha\'e been selected based on the 
pumping actl\ itie and availabil ity of data. The specific objectives of the study are given as 
follows' 
1. Review of previous studies and relevant geological, hydrological ,  hydrogeological 
and meteorological data. It should be noted that some of these data are time 
independent such as geological features and some hydrogeological parameters while 
others are time dependent such as subsurface water levels  and groundvvater qual ity. 
Emphas is  "vi l l  be devoted to the hydrogeological system in Al Ain area. 
') Pro\'ide a quantitative asses ment for the main hydrogeological features In the 
sel cted -tud: area . 
. \" -e - : the groundwater conditions in the study area and pre em the quipotential 
l ines for the hydrogeological system during the period 1991-2001 to evaluate the 
groundwater depletion. 
-+ Assess the changes in  the groundwater quality in the study area and present the iso­
con entration l ines to ident ify the most affected areas. 
5 Predict the equipotential l ines i n  the study area after 10 years assuming the same 
pumping activ ities. A numerical model CTRA ,,,i l l  be employed to simulate the 
groundwater conditions in the horizontal view. 
6. Pro' ide recommendations for the sustaInable use of groundwater resources In the 
U.--\E in  general and Al Ain  Area in particular. 
1 2  
1 .6. ontra t between pre iou tud ie and  the current re earch 
everal studies have been conducted in the UAE and Abu Dhabi Emirate during the last three 
decade - to a -e the 41\ a ilable water resources. These studies include among other IWAQO 
and Bin Ham Well Dril l ing Establishment ( 1 985a, 1 985b, and 1 985c, 1 986a, 1 986b, 1 986c 
1 9 6d and 1 986e). The dri l l ing activities and geophysical studies near Al Ain and in the sand 
dune area south and west of Al Ain were included in these reports. Gibb and Partners ( 1 969, 
1 970a, and 1 970b) discussed the lenses of fresh water trending east-west through Al Ain area 
and considered the ancient wadis  as channels for groundwater movement. Hydroconsult 
( 1 97 ) \\ ere the first to suggest that labal Hafit was a source of considerable recharge to the 
groundwater of the sand dune area north and west of Al Ain. Kimrey et a l .  ( 1 987) provided 
additional infonnation in their as essment of groundwater in bu Dhabi Emirate. 
German Water Engineering GmbH studied the water-\\ ells fields at mm Ghafa and 
- habak. The RegIOnal De\ elopment Committee of Oman ( 1 986) made pertinent surface-and 
groundwater studies of ten basins with water flowing west into Abu Dhabi Emirate from the 
Oman Mountains. aines and Ansari ( 1 985 )  reported on water-wel l  drilling program that 
mclude infonnation on groundwater parameters in the Zarub Gap area near Bureimi,  Oman. 
Brandt ( 1 9  - ) studied . I Ain water resources as a component of a master development plan 
for the Planning Department of A l  Ain .  The Abu Dhabi Planning Department ( 1 989) 
complied e"isting data o n  v, ater production, consumption and future requirements in order to 
make recommendations concerning future water de\ elopment in  the vicinity of Al Ain. Data 
kept b) the '- 'ational Drill ing Company under its Groundwater Research Project (GW
RP) in 
Abu Dhabi Emirate and Al Ain are rel iable and include infonnation on eac
h dril led wel l ,  
ubsurface \\ ater- le\ el fl uctuations. geologic and lithologic data from 
test holes, hy draulic 
data collected during aquifer tests, water le\'el data, water chemistry
 data and locations of 
geophysical surveys, \vater qual ity, and satellite- images. 
1 3  
Halcrow and Partners ( 1 969a, 1 969b, 1 969c, and 1 969d) investigated the avail able 
water resource in the northern Emirates. Most of the previous investigations were more 
general than spec ific . 
This stud} prov ides an overv ie\v of the groundwater resources in some selected areas 
in the vicinity of  A l  in .  Data have been integrated from various sources including, among 
others, ational Dri l l ing Company (N. D.C), Al Ain Distribution Company, Municipality and 
Town Planning Departments, Department of  Agriculture and Animal Resources, Ministry of 
Communication - .  Al Ain i rport and Electric i ty and Water Authority. Based on their 
importance as aquifers and the avai labi l i ty of data, the selected areas included Al Hayer, 
Gummed, ahi l and Al Khadar. Detai led analysis has been conducted to assess the 
groundwater depletion. sustainabi l ity and qual ity in these areas. In addition. a two 
dlmen- ioml finite e lem nt mode l .  CT� , has been employed to predict the subsurface 
\\ �Mr after 1 0 � ears as uming the ame pumping acti \ ities. In brief. the current stud; presents 
a comprehensive analysis for the groundwater conditions in the selected areas. 
1.7. Limitat ion of the  tudy 
This i l1\ estlgation repre ents an attempt to provide a prec ise picture for the groundwater 
onditions and t10\\ qual i ty patterns in the selected aquifers. Relevant information and data 
\\ ere gathered from \ arious sources and every possible effort \vas made to compile the data . 
. "evertheless. it was not possible to bridge the gap of missing information in some cases. The 
fol lowing points e laborate the l i mitations of the study. 
• Water level and water qual i ty data are not available for most of the observation \-vel ls 
prior to the year 1 99 1. Therefore. such a year ( 1 99 1) was con idered a a reference 
time datum ( init ial  conditions) for comparison purposes. 
1 -+  
• The static water levels for many wells in certain years were completely missing. On 
the other hand, some wells were dried and others were sealed due to the increase of 
the chromium element 
• :Vlost o f  the geometric and hydrogeological parameters including the hydraulic 




The salinit of the groundwater either at the production or observation wells is not 
measured on a periodic or systematic manner but rather at a random basis. 
The pumping records for many wells are missing in the fanning areas. Information on 
the pumping rates is not precise in many cases. Therefore, estimates for pumping rates 
\\ ere made to \\ hene\"er neces :lry. 
15 
Chapter 2. Geological and Hyd rogeological Aspect 
2. 1 .  tratigraph. and tructure 
The units which contain groundwater in lJ A E include k . . . a roc sequence rangmg m age from 
the Permian to Quaternary periods, F igures 2. 1 and 2.2. This sequence is ordered from oldest 
to youngest strata as fol lows :  
a) Paleozoic: I t  deals with the Permian rocks with Khuff formation. 
b) i\'Jeso::oic: The age of  rock sequence can be divided into Triassic (Lower, Middle and 
lJpper), Jurassic (LoV\ er fiddle and pper) and Cretaceous (Lower, �llddle and 
Upper) . The Triassic includes the Triassic and Permian rocks and the Jurassic 
contains H ith anhydrite and Arab formation. The Cretaceous age of rock sequence 
mcl udes L ime tone marl and sandstone. email igneous complex, Ha\\ asina �omplex. 
and � l u  and am li mestone. 
c) Teniar}·-Ceno=oic : This age sequence can be divided into Paleocene Eocene Ol iaocene - , 'I 0 
and M iocene. Marl and l i mestone are the common rocks i n  this sequence. 
d) Quaternary-Pliocene : The common rocks in this sequence are Eolian sand, 
Unconsol idated surficial deposits of gravel .  Gypsum deposits. and Sabkha deposits. 
The UAE can be divided into five structural provinces. (Rizk et aI., 1997): 
I .  Rus A.l Jibal : Rus Al J ibal area ha thrust faults sloping in the east and south direc ions. 
2 Diba Zone: It i s  a topographically low area and extends for 30 km from northeast to 
southwest, \\"ith an average width of 20 km. The Diba zone separates between 
�1usandum calcareous sequence in the north and the ophiol ite sequence in the south. 
The strat i fied rocks of  tectonic boundaries exist in  this zone. 
3 .  Ophiol i te equence :  The \Vadi Ham fault  (north \" est-southeast) and Wadi Tha\\ ban fa
ult 
(east-west) represent the northern part of this se
quence. There is  a c lear change in 
roc k  type on both sides of the val ley. 
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Figure 1 . 1 Geological map of U.A.E (simpli fied from the geological map of UA.E. by 
Kansas Geological Survey, 1 990). 
4 .  Hatta Zone: The folding and rock strati fication in this zone are paral lel  to the longitudinal 
direction of the tectonic opening in the west-northv,;est direction. 
- Western region :  The past late Maestrichtian calcareous deposits and associates rocks were 
ubjected to folding along the \\estern slopes along the northern Oman fountains .  
The upper c retaceous-lower tertiary boulder beds and calcareous rocks represent the 
boundaIJ between the north Oman . fountains in the south and chisa ands in the 
north. 
The Geomorphological map of the "C :\  E. is  given In  Figure 2 3 indicating the 
mountains areas, gravel plain, d ifferent types of dunes and coastal sabkhas. 
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Figure 2 . 2. Generalized stratigraphic column for Abu Dhabi area, Al-Sharhan ( 1 989) .  
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Figure 2 . .... . Geomorphologica l  map of U .A.E .  (simpl ified from the U .A .E .  National Atlas, 
1 99�)  
2.2. G round" ater Flo" y tern 
Three types (local ,  i ntermediate, and reg ional) of groundwater flow systems exist in U.A.E, 
F igure _ .4. The local  groundwater flow system i s  l imi ted to the eastern mountains where the 
hydrologic cyc le i s  relat ive ly fast . The groundwater in this system has a good qual i ty as the 
total di oh'ed sol ids are in the range 500- 1 ':-00 mg, I and HCOJ' \vater type .  This groundwater 
has a short residence time and contains Mg -2 ions. uch systems exist in  Massafi , Al Jaw"\.v 
plain. Khatt (Ras A l  Khaimah) and .\ laddab (. I Fujairah) springs. The second system is the 
intermediate groundwater flow system. In this system, the groundwater is mainly brackish 
( I  -00- 1 0000 mgl). and has a moderate residence t ime. I t  belongs to the O/! water type and 
contains Ca -2 ions.  The occurrence of this groundwater is in Al Ain Al Faydah (AI Ain). The 
last one IS the regional ground\\ ater flo\\ system. The groundwater of this system is 
discharged into the coastal areas . It sal in ity is  greater than 1 0000 mg/ l .  I t  has a long 
residence t ime and belongs to the c r '  water type .  Sodium ion (Na+) is the dominant cation in 
this system (Rizk et al . .  1 997) .  
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F igure _ .- L  Different ground\ ater flow systems in U.A.E. (NO and U G 1 993) .  
2 .3. la ification of q u ifer 
Tht?re 3rt' e\ wi aqUlftT in the C . . . E, each oh\ hich has its O\\n characteristic and water 
p tential it: . Th se aquifers can be c lassified as gi en hereafter. 
Q- The Limestone A quifers 
These aqui fers are found i n  the north and east, and are composed of l imestones and 
dolomites. The rocks of these aqu ifers are wel l  stratified, hard, dens and non-porous at the 
surface in \Vadi Al Bih .  The tectonic structure in the l imestone can be described as anti forms 
of regional d imension The Jabal Hafit area south of I Ain c ity is  an example of this aqu ifer. 
b- Oph iolite Aquifer 
The Ophiol i te sequence in  the east is jo inted and subjected to faulting. Groundwater in  this 
area occurs only in jo ints and fractures, (Entec, 1 995). 
c- Gravel A quifers 
A large quantity of fre h groundwater in U.A. E occurs in  the al luvial  deposit of the 
piedmont p lains bounding the eastern mountains from the east and we 1. These aquifers can 
be dist inguished i nto the eastern gravel aquifer, the north western gravel aquifer and the 
v.;e tern gravel aquifer. Recharge of the gravel aquifer in AI Ain area comes from rain  that 
o 
fal l s  on the western flank of the Oman and run through wadis where it infiltrates into 
subsurface. Gibb and Partners ( 1 969), Hydroconsult ( 1 978), and German Engineering ( 1 982), 
out l ined \\ ater-table map f, r the gravel aquifer in the I .  in Area. \\'ood\vard and :' lenges 
( 1 99 1 )  u ed oi l  exploration uphole ei mic data to develop a water-table map for the gravel 
aquifer i n  i n  area. This map suggests that buried paleodrainage network contains 
saturated al luvial fi l l  and may form large fresh water aquifers in Al Ain area. 
d- Salld DUlle A quifer 
and dunes cover about 74% of the total area of U.A.E. The elevations of these sand dunes 
change from sea level at the western coa t to 250 m above ground level at the Liwa-AI Batin 
basin  in the south central part. 
P reviou tudie indicated a fresh water aquifer in the Quaternary sand dunes ben-veen 
Li\\ J and :" Iadinat ZJ: ed Prel iminary im estigation hO\\'ed the presence of s imi lar fresh 
\\ 3.t r in th -and dune- of the Bll Hasa oil field. Rizk et aJ . (199 ) indicated a possibi l i ty of 
the occurrence of  fresh water lenses in  the sand dunes betv,:een Al- Wagan and L iwa. 
2 04 .  Rainfall and Groundwater Recharge 
The rainfal l  in the . . . E  depends on c l imatic conditions, geographic location and local 
topography. Records show that most of the rainfal l  is encountered in  the winter months of 
De ember. Januarv, Februarv and March. larch has the h ighest records. This rain is  of l ight . . 
to moderate intensity ,  \videspread and related to the frontal mechanism. 
Isolated rain 0 curs i n  summer due to the convection mechanism assoc iated \\ ith the 
monsoon currents. These storms are general ly heavy, isolated and confined to the eastern 
mountains. The areas of these eastern mountains represent about 5° 0 of the total area of 
C.A.E and they receive about 30% of the total annual rainfal l .  Also, 90° 0 of the total annual 
rainfal l  occurs during February and March. 
B ased on the avai lable records the mean annual rainfal l  i n  U.A.E varied between a 
minimum of 1 0  mm in 1 946 and a ma"Ximum of 340 mm in 1 957 .  In general ,  the rainfal l 
increa'e In the north and east and decreases in the south and we t.  F igure 2 . 5 .  
A 10  year cy cle for the rainfa l l  pattern is observed in  the mean arulUal rainfal l for the 
1 934 - 1 996 periods Figure 2 . 6 .  imi lar cycles were recorded by Rizk et al. ( 1 997) for Al  
Ain area. These cycles produce enough rain that can recharge the groundwater. 
Th data for the total monthl y  rainfal l  (mm) of Dubai Sharjah, Ras AI-Khaimah and 
Fujairah \vere obtained from the Ministry of Communications (Meteorological Department). 
Tabl s I ,  A2 . 3 and 4 ( ppendix A). The accumulative rainfal l (mm) in  the U.A.E for 
the years 1 996 through 200 1 i s  shown i n  Table  2 . 1 .  The maximum recorded rainfa l l  in  1 996 
\\ a' (_9 1 6 mm) in Fujairah while the minimum recorded rainfal l was ( 1 03 .2 mm) in Abu 
Dhabi during the same year. In 1 99 . the maximum accumulati \'e rain fa l l  was 3 1 8 .9  mm and 
\\ 3. rt? rJed in harjah .  In Ras . I Khaimah.  the max imum value was 225 . 8  mm and \\ as 
recorded in 1 998 .  The s imi lar alues for other years were recorded as 73 .9  mm in Sharj ah i n  
1 999. 3 1 .4 mm i n  Fuj ai rah in  2000 and 2 1 . 1  mm in Fujairah i n  200 1 .  In  addition, the 
minimum accumulative rainfal l  was recorded as 1 1 5 .2  mm in Abu Dhabi in 1 997.  For the 
other j ears. the minimum values were recorded as 79 mm in Al Ain in 1 998,  1 3 . 2  mm in Abu 
Dhabi in 1 999. 4 .7  mm in bu Dhabi in  2000 and 0.8 mm in Al Ain in  200 1 .  The rainfal l  
contribute to the groundwater now svstem in  three ways : � - -
• Rainfall  on rocks of the mountain uplands. The subsurface water then 
transported to the we t\\ ard through fractured rock strata. 
• 0\ erland runoff into intermontane al luvial val ley sediment and subsequent 
shal low subsurface that transports water westward through gap . 
• urface water that discharges through the intermountain gaps as stream flow 
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Figure 2.6. Mean annual rainfal l  (nun) for the period 1 934- 1 996 (Rizk et a I . ,  1 997). 
Table 2 . 1 .  Accumulati e rainfal l  (mm) i n  the different Emirates for the period 1 996-200 1  
(Ministry o f  Communication, .A.E .  2002). 
rea 1 996 1 997 1 998 1 999 2000 200 1 
Abu Dhabi 1 03 . 2  1 1 5 .2  1 1 9. 7  1 3 .2  4 .7 ') 
I in 1 6_ . 5  1 34 .9 79 23 3 1 . 3 0 .8  
Dubai __ 8 .6  27 1 . 7 1 1 0 44.5 24.2 8 .8  
harjah  23 1 .9 3 1 8 .9 1 80 .3  73 .9  1 5  9 
Ra 1 Kha imah  290.2 3 1 5 .9 225 . 8  68 .4 30 .9 1 6  
Fuja ira h  29 1 .6 252 . 1 87 .3  42.2 3 1 .4 2 1 . 1  
Water flo\\ fr m the Oman 10untains toward- the Arabian Gulf in the northeast of 
the regional groundwater flow system. Most of the groundwater flow in eastern Abu Dhabi 
Emirate occur in the hallow strata al luvium in Al Ain aqui fer (N.D.C and U GS, 1 993).  
2.�.  \ \  Ain . quifcr 
, I Am Aquifer is relatively thm. It has a surfic ial  water-table unit. The permeabi l ity of the 
aquifer is smal l to moderate and it overl ies a thick basal unit of very smal l permeabi l ity. 
2. 5. 1. Extent and thickness 
The bottom of  Al . in aquifer is not defined on the ba is of geologic formation boundarie . 
but i detern1ined by Petrophysical-Log analysis and is  defined as the base of the permeabk 
shallow ediment (Jorgensen. 1 990) .  Petrophysical Log analysis indicates that the aquifer is 
omposed of interbedded rock and sediment with hydraul ic characteristics ranging from 
permeable to nearly impermeable .  The near surface permeable rocks in the eastern A
bu 
Dhabi Emirate (excluding eol ian sand dune) have thickness ranging from 27 to 1 5
1  m. Table 
B 1 (Appendix  B) .  The thickness of permeable rock in Al Ja\\-'\-v plain ranges 
from about -+ - m 
near the northeastern of . I Ja\\\\ plain to about 1 30 m near the we t flank of Ja
be l Ha·!t and 
1 00 m in  the southeast. F igure 2 . 7 .  The thickness of permeable  rocks g
eneral ly decreases to 
50 m in  the westward of the eastern Abu Dhabi Emirate. 
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Figure :2. . Thickness of near surface permeable sediments. excluding Eol ian dune sand 
( . "DC and C G 1993) .  
2 5  
I Ain aquifer has thi ckness of about 1 7  to 1 27 m Figure 2 .8  and Table B2 (Appendix 
B). In \vestern and south western Al Jaww plain, the base of the aquifer approximately 
coin ides with the ba e of  the Pl iocene rock and the aquifer thickness is  1 00 m greater than 
the al luvium thickness. The thickness of the aquifer is more than 75 m along the Oman 
I fountams in  the northern dune area, Figure 2 .8 .  This thickness decreases to less than 50  m 
about 20 km west of the mountain .  In the north central part of  the area, the aquifer thickness 
is aried between 30 and 50 m and it is s l ightly more than 50 m in the extreme northwestern 
comer of the east m Abu Dhabi Emirate. At Jabal Hafit, the aquifer thickness is about 75 to 
1 00 m thick at the northern and western edges of  it .  In addition, the aquifer thickness is large 
along a 3 0  km l inear trend north-northwest of Jabal Hafit area, which i ndicates the 
occurrence o f  major ub urface tructural blocks in the aquifer. 
2 . 5 . 2 .  H �  d ra u l ic c h a racteri  t i c  a n d  w e l l  y ie ld  a t  A l  Ain 
The a "e '_ment of the hydraul i  chara teristic of the matrix material and its \\  ater content 
can be carried out by the analysis of petrophysical logs . The petrophysical logs were used to 
determine the l i thology, correlate formations, identify permeable zones estimate total 
dis oh'ed-sol ids and quantify geohydrologic properties (Jorgensen and Petricola, 1 993) .  
The hydraul ic properties of  the aquifer such as transmissivity. aquifer thickne s.  and 
hydraulIc conductivit) were estimated by using the petrophysical logs. Table B2 (Appendix 
B). The tran mi  Si\ lt) of  the aquifer and the storage coeffic ient can be calculated by 
measuring \vater levels in the pumping wel l and the observation wel l es) and detern1ining the 
pumping rate under steady state conditions. The prel iminary wel l  evaluation and estimation 
of the aquifer properties were made using short term tests or yield tests, Table  B3 (Appendix 
B) The long tem1 aqui fer te ts were made by dri l l  ing ob ervation wel l s  \\ ith smal l diameter 
boreholes. The yield tests for some wel ls help to estimate wel l  efficiencies from step draw 
dov,:n tests. The aquifer hydraul i c  data were obtained as given in Table  B4 (Appendix B) .  
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Figure 2.8. Thickness of Al Ain aquifer (NDC and G , 1 993) .  
E 
ign ificant d ifferences between the hydraul ic  conducti i ty determined from analysis 
of petroph sical logs and yield tests were observed (NDe and USG , 1 993).  In addi tion, 
many assumption and approximations exist in the petrophysical logs. Yield tests give more 
accurate estimation than log . The two methods are not a lways comparable because the 
creened section of the well  may include permeable material in the confming unit .  In 
addition, a l l  the permeable zones may not be screened. 
The values of  the h draul ic  conducti ity are relatively high at wel ls  GWP- 1 7  and 
GWP- l , 1 00 and 1 4 nL d r spectively, Table B4.  The corresponding alues in Al Jaww 
plain are relatively mal l .  For Example the hydraulic conductivity for wel l  G\VP- l S  is 0 .7  
m/d, Table B4.  This significant difference refers to  the existence of  a thick section of c lean 
grav I that transmit water to wel l s  GWP- 1 7  and GWP- 1 8 ; whereas this gravel section is thin 
in the \\ e l l  GWP- l S . The later wel l  i - overlaid by layers of c lay and marl DC, 1 992 a). 
pec ific Yleld can be detern1ined from t\\ o-\\ el l  aquifer tests .  The spec ific capaci t) is 
another parameter which relates to the \. el l 's  yield. It is defined as the ratio between 
dra\vdo\\TI and pumping rate and it is greatl affected by wel l  efficiency. The wel l  effic iency 
is defined as the ratio between the drawdown in a pumped wel l  and the total drawdo\'vTI. 
2.5.3.  B a  a l  c o n fi n i n g  y t e rn  
The ba al confining ystem with less permeable rocks exists beneath the Al  Ain aquifer. The 
altitude of the top of the ba a l  confining system is about 2S0 m near the Oman Mountains and 
about -0 m near the \vestern edge in the northern dune area. F igure 2 . 9 .  In Al Ja\.vw plain. this 
altitude ranges from 3 60 m at Zarub Gap to I SO m near Jabal Hafit .  The basal confining 
s� stem consists of s l ightly permeable  mudstone, c lay stone. evaporite, and l imestone units of 
the Fars formation - in  the Al  Jaw\\' plain and the we tern part of the stud: area. There are 
large formations of the basal confining system in  the north and north east of A l  Ain.  There 
are difficulties to define the base of the confining system due to the fol lowing: 
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Figure 2 . 1 0 . Anal. sis of water- level recovery data for wel l  GWP-49 (NDC and U GS 1 993). 
• L imited data on the h: d rog o logic prop rti 
• Lack o f  data to recogn iz the impermeable boundar\' . 
The ba al ontlning s: stem i n  ludes al l  geologic strata below the base of Al Ain aquifer. 
2.504.  Hydrau lic characteri tic of the basal sy tern 
The composit ion of the permeable materials in the basal confining system affects the 
hydraul i  characteristic o f  the aquifer. A recovery test for wel l  GWP-49 near Al  Aushush i s  
the only knO\m hydraul ic  data for the basal confining system, Figure 2 . 1 0 . 
The hydraul ic  propert ies of the upper part of  the confining system were est imated by 
using the H ooghoudt method (Luthin, 1 957) .  This  method \vas used because there were no 
permeable sect ions to be analyzed by the log-analysis model .  The weighted-average value of 
K is used to calculate the water level values. The \veighted average is computed by K= � t, k 
� t , .  for i = 1 . .f \\ here k, i s  the hydraul ic  conductivi ty computed at t ime. t , .  There were 
de\ iation from field data b: plott ing the values of water level \ ersus the recover: time. 
Figure � . 1 O. These deviations occurred in t he earl ier part of the recovery (2 1 and 3 1  days). 
________________________ 30 __________________________________ __ 
Final ly, the estimated hydraul ic  conductivity of the basal confining system tested i s  about 
2 1 8  1 0-4 mJd. 
The potentiometric head in the ba al confinino sv tern near wel l  GWP- 49 is  s l iohtlv 0' .; .::> � 
higher than that i n  the overl, i ng I Ain aquifer. The water from the basal confining system 
can move upward into the aquifer with smal l flux under the difference in the hydraul ic 
gradient. The basal confining system yields small quantities of water with poor qual i ty. 
The boundary bet .. een brackish water and sal i ne water exists above the bottom of the 
deep borehole in  the ba al confining system, Figure 2 . 1 1 . The brackish water has a thickness 
of about 200 m near Zarub Gap. This thickness becomes sl ightl,  more than 500 m along the 
east ide of Jabal Hafit \,: hi  Ie i t  ranges between 1 00 to 200 m in  the northern dune area. The 
area in  the northeast and outh have larger thickness. 
2 .6 .  Occu rrenc and \ { o Ye m e n t  o f  G ro u nd" ater  
A predevelopment map of water levels i s  required for the assessment of the long tenn 
water-level changes i n  A l  A in  aqu ifer. 0 historical water-level data exist before mid s ixties. 
The data pub l ished by Gibb and Partners ( 1 969), Halcrow and Partners ( 1 969) and 
Hydroconsult ( 1 978)  were used to construct the predevelopment water level map. The map 
\\ a" ba ed on few records of water levels and is thus may not be accurate. 
The le\ els  of the predevelopment water table in AI Ain aquifer ranged from 3 
-0 m 
above mean sea level near the Oman Mountains to 60 m at the northwest l imit  of the eastern 
i nvestigated area. A large mound of ground\vater exists near Jabal Hafit .  This conc lusion was 
based on water- level s  from seismic uphole-survey data col lected between 1 98 1  and 1 982 
(Wood\\ ard and \ lenges. 1 99 1  a) .  The steeper hydraul i c  gradient was estab l i shed due to the 
d ifference in a l t itude of about 80 m between Al Jaw\, ; plain ea t of Jabal Hafit and gravel 
plains west of Jabal Hafit.  The groundwater mound indicates the fol lowing: 
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Flgur .... 2 . 1 1 . Thick.ness o f  the brack tsh \\ ater in the basal con fin ing system ( :\ 0  
1 993 ) .  
and L �G 
• Infi ltrat ion f the rainfal l through the pcnneable units of Jabal Hafit. 
• p\\ anI mo\ cment of groundv.:atcr through fractures of the labal Hafit .  
In the current tudy, data were col lected from various sources including I AII1 
Jrount!\\ atci Department ( \\' 0 ), 1 11 ater and Icctnclt. Department ( \  ED), Fore tl) 
Departmcnt ( I  D),  I Am M Ul1 Ic lpal l ty and Al  Ain Town P larming D partment. Data \\ er 
al 0 btal l1cu fr m bu Dhabi allonal Oi l  ompany, bu Dhabi ompany for Onshore Od 
perations, eophysical Company l imited, Robertson Research Group, Schlumberger 
M iddle a t, air port meteoro logical stat ions at Abu Dhabi,  Dubai, Sha..-jah and Ras Al 
Khal lnah, and \1 i l1 l  try o[  gn ulture and Fisherie ( 1 F) .  
ground\\ atcr re.earch proj ect \\ as conducted by the NatIOnal Dri l l i ng Company of  
bu  Dhabi ( D ) and the United tates Geological urvey (USG ) in the eastern part of 
bu Dhabi Emirate in 1 9  . The investigated area l I1c luded four basic physlOgrapluc 
pro\ l I1ce', Figure 1 .2 a fol lo\\ s :  
1 .  Mountainous area of expo ed  bedrock, mainh near the Oman M untains, but 
including Jabal Hafit .  
2 .  Piedmonts and al luvial plains o n  the western Oank o f  the Oman Mountain .  
3.  I Am urban area. 
4 .  n early c ontinuous expanse of eol ian sand and associated dune land forn1s in  the 
northern dune area and the southern dune area. 
Thirty six satel lite images (maps) at the scale of 1 : 20,000 and eleven images at the 
scale of 1 : 50,000 were produced [or the eastern invest igated area. In addition about 93 
boreholes w ere d ri l led d uring t he p roject 0 f w  hich 7 7  \\' ere petrophysical ly logged and 68 
were tested for yield .  The logs \: ere used to de ign individual wells, detennine geohydrologic 
propert ies, delineate l ithology, and estimate the water quality. 
__________________ 3�3 __________________________________ � 
tati c  water levels were measured between ugust 1 990 and May 1 99 1 .  Most data 
were stored in a OJ database. uch data contain, among others, well construction drill rig 
acti .. it)- report'. li thologic I g . petrophysical log , interpreted lithologic logs, water-level 
re ord . \\ ater pumping records, records of chemical analy es of water samples, uphole-
surve data and meteorological data. 
The depth to the groundwater table decreases with distance from the Oman Mountain 
from 30  m in the eastern part of the study area to about 3 m in the western part. The regional 
"v ater level i n  Al Ain  aquifer is sho\\TI in Figure _ . 1 2 . There were depressions in  water levels 
in ome areas due to ground\.vater withdrawals during 1 990- 1 99 1 .  The largest water level 
depres ion was about 790 km2 and extended west from Al Ain to Abu Samra and south from 
Al Zaala to eh abra ( .  I Iaqam depression . Al faqam depression started as disconnected 
group' of .::mall r depre" i  n' in lahar. aad. Zaala. and �Ieya. and . Iaqam \\ ell fields. The 
111 '.:imum Jra\\ do\\ n In  :-' Ie)- a. lahar �d aad together and Zaala \\ ere 80. 5 0  and -to m. 
respectively. 
The second largest depression was Al Wagan depression. It occupied an area of 470 
km:! around Al Wagan and AI Ageer farms. The decline in water- levels ranged between 1 5  
and 20 m throughout the area. 
Al Qua depres ion is another depression which extended over an area of about 405 
km�. The maximum \\ ater lewl decline in this depression was about 60 m in its eastern part . 
., 
wei han depression wa the next largest depression which extended over an area of 1 90 km-
and had a maximum drawdo\\l  of about 2 5  m. 
The Hili depression was relatively a small depression which had an 0 al shape and 
ex ends over an area of -to km2. The maximum depth of this depression was about 60 m. 
Finally. the smallest depression was located near Al Khaznah over an area of 3 0  km2 and had 
a maximum water- level decline of about 1 2  m. The decline in the water- level resulted into: 
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Raise the water costs d ue to dri l l ing of new wel ls  and l ifting the water 'v\i.th higher 
electricity costs. 
Disrupting the regional groundv,:ater flo\\ patterns \\ hen large quantities of 
groundv,;ater are intercepted . 
Degradation of the water qual ity due to the flow of sal ine water vertical ly (upcoming 
o f  low quality water). 
2 . 7. \-Va t e r  in to rage 
Th aquifer  specifi yield is required to compute the water in storage. The aquifer-thickness 
is gi en in Figure 2 . 8 .  This contour map pro ides the thickness of each grid cel l .  The 
thi kne s of fresh water in the aquifer is shown in Figure 2 . 1 3 . The aquifer is compo ed of 
interbedd �d permeable and lightly-permeable lay er' . The thickne- of the permeable 
material I not uniform. As a result, nei ther the aquifer thickness map nor the fresh-water 
thickness map represents the total thickness of permeable material . 
Different values of  specific  yield that range from 0.0 1 (boreholes GWP-29, 6 1 ,  and 
62) to 0 .27 (borehole GWP-3 9) are found in the eastern area. Table B 2 .  By using an average 
spec itic J ie ld  of 0.08 .  the total volume of "vater in Al Ain aquifer is estimated at 1 7 .6x 1 0 1 o  
m 3 •  This \ ol ume can b e  divided into fresh water with a vol ume of I 9 . l x 1 09 m 3  (about 1 1  % o f  
the total \ olume) and brackish water with a volume o f  1 5 . 7x 1 0 1 0  m 3  (about 89°"0 of the total 
volume). 
The basal confining system has a total storage volume of brackish water of about 
1 . 3 x  1 09 m3 in the eastern i nvestigated area. The storage coefficient was estimated as 0.0005 .  
Confined conditions were assumed with negl igible effect of compaction of the mudstone and 
c Ia} stone that compose the basal confining system. The compaction of very fi ne sediments 
may cause the water in  storage to occupy a larger area in the aquifer DC and USG , 1 993) .  
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Figure 2 . 1 3 .  Thickness of freshwater i n  A l  Ain  aquifer DC and USG , 1 993) .  
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2 . .  Recha rge and  Di  charge 
Rainfal l on the Oman Mountains is  the main source of recharge to Al Ain aquifer. This 
rainfal l would infiltrate to recharge the ystem. The infi l tration is reduced in areas where a 
co\ er of thick mantle of  eol i an sand exists. The average annual precipitation is 1 00 rnm 
mea ured at the meteorological station in in. The measured annual pan evaporation for 
the Emirates ranges between 3 400 and 4,400 mm (Halcrow and Partners, 1 969). 
Recharge to AI in aquifer from the Oman Mountains is  attributed to three sources : 
• Groundv,:ater underflow through gaps (gaps are defined as drainage-basin exit points). 
• Infiltration of flood flows c arried on to the p iedmont plain overlying the aquifer. 
• Groundwater flow through fractured bedrock along the entire mountain front. 
The transmission- Io  s stream flow-rout ing (TL R) model was used to estimate the 
recharge from the fir t t\\ O sources. Thi model requires different information inc luding. 
among other . drainage-basin area. tream-chan el length and basin geometry. a\ erage 
annual rainfal l .  magnitude of storm event, and vertical hydraul ic conductivity of stream 
channel a l luvium. The cumulative effects of individual rainfal l  events in a certain drainage 
basin during a year were represented by the TLSR model which uses the mean annual rainfal l  
e\ ent (a storm with average recurrence interval of about 2 . 33  years) . The mean annual 
rainfal l event is about - 5 mm for the eastern investigated area. 
The surfa e runoff. channel loss (infi ltration of water in stream channels) and overland 
loss were calculated by using the TLSR model .  Overland loss includes losses to 
evapotranspiration. soil moisture, deep percolation and upland recharge. The average annual 
recharoe for a certain drainaoe basin is equal to the sum of computed channel loss and upland o 0 
recharge. The entire computed urface runoff was assumed to recharge . I Ain aquifer along 
the \\'adi channel .  Figure 2 . 1 - L The mountain drainage basins. gaps. and estimated average 
annual rainfal l  values are shown in this Figure. 
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F igure 2 . 1 - L  Annual rainfal l .  drainage basins, gaps and extent of flood flow near eastern 
boundary of the study area (NDC and USGS,  1 993) .  
A summary of the computed values of  average annual groundwater underflow and 
urface runoff col lected in indi iduaJ gaps is given in Table B5 (Appendix B) .  The calculated 
cumulat ive av erage annual groundwater underflovv through gaps near the ea tern investigated 
area IS about 1 .  - m3 s (about 47 .3  m i l l ion m3/y), whi le the cumulative average annual surface 
runoff is about 0 . 1 2  m3/s (about 3 .785  mi l l ion m3/y). 
It is difficult  to assess the direction of groundwater flow after it leaves a gap. Previous 
studies in Oman (Sutton, 1 987 ;  Maizels,  1 987;  Maizels and Mc Bean, 1 990) describe the 
hange in d i rection of under flow through gaps \v ith time and with volume of recharge. Other 
tudie indicated that underflo\ through gaps fol lows paleo channels caused by present-day 
wadi The flow direction of the groundwater from gaps can be shown by the regional 
po entiometric map of A I . in aqui fer. F igure 2 . 1 2 . 
There are man)- fractured bed rocks in the Oman � lountains. The flo\\' of \\ adi -e\ eral 
month ' after a rainstorm lead the fractured bed rock to act as a groundwater reservoir  
recharging the shal low aquifers i n  A l  Ain  (NDC and USGS, 1 993). 
2.9. Rec h a rge fro m  P re ci p i t a t i o n  
There are d ifferences i n  the recharge of two surface group areas which are represented by 
dune areas and interdune area , F igure 2 . 1 5 . Dincer et a!. ( 1 97-+) re lated the recharge to mean '-' 
annual preC ipi tation and mean grain s ize of  the sand. Besler ( 1 982)  reported that the mean 
grain s ize of sand dunes in and near the eastern investigated area ranged from 0. 1 -+  mrn to 
o 22 mm \\ ith an average of 0 . 1 8  mm. Dincer et a1. ( 1 974) stated that the mean annual 
prec ipitation is much less than 1 50 mm which is the required value for recharging the dunes 
\\ ith mean grain s ize of 0 .2  mm.  As a result ,  l i ttle recharg occurs in the eol ian sand of Al 
Ain aquifer. 
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Figure 2 1 5 . General ized extent of eol ian sand dunes (modified from Hunting Geology and 
GeophysIcs Ltd, 1 979a). 
The resul ts obtained from the TLSR showed that 5% of the a erage annual 
precipitation recharges in aquifer when it fal l s  on course gravel p lains and al luvial fans 
in and adj acent to the Oman �10untains. This percentage becomes less than 5% for areas of 
fine-grained materials at or near the land surface or with a steep slope. The recharge from the 
average annual precipitation wil l  exceed 5% for areas with pounded runoff in permeable 
beds. In addition this percentage wil l  also exceed 5% for areas with excess irrigation water 
(more than the water-holding capacity of the soi l )  . 
. I . in aquifer i al 0 recharged from Jabal Hafit v,,-here prec ipitation rapidl: 
percolates its permeable l imestone rocks. Other sources that recharge Al Ain Aquifer include 
irrigation returns flow UP\ ard vertical recharge from deeper rocks and infi ltration of water 
lo't from I ab \\ ater-tran -mission l ines. The total recharge of the-e three sources is - � 
C hapter 3.  Quantitat i  e and Qual itati  e A e ment 
3. 1 .  I dentifica t ion of the tudy Domain 
The main obj ective of the study is to assess the groundwater conditions in some selected 
areas of I Ain. The selection of areas was based on the importance of the aquifers and the 
avai labil ity of data that would allow for quantitative analysis. To that end the selected areas 
included Al Hayer (northeast of  Jabal Al Mohayer), Gummed and Nahi l  (northwest of Jabal 
Al [oha)- er), and part of Al Khadar area in the orth West. These areas are located between 
the coordinates 3 60000 T 1 and 3 80000 UT 1 in the east and 2 7 1 0000 UTM and 2727000 
UTM in the north Figure 3 . 1 .  In the fol lowing sections the study area and selected areas are 
used interchangeably; both refer to the study domain identified by the above coordinates. 
Al Hayer area is located about 25 km north of Hi l i  and extends for about 1 0  km. It 
constitute' a part of the north sand dunes. everal shal low gravel wadis separate the wel ls  of 
Al Hayer area. Wadi Al  Mashaq is an example of these wadis. Many p lants grow in the wadis 
as compared to the other areas of the sand dunes. The dril l ing of several wel ls  show the 
existence of simple sequence of layers containing sand and gravel with c lay and shale ' s  
aquifers. The grain ize of the sand increases with depth. 
3.2. Local Condit ion 
The average thickness of the aquifer in  Al Hayer area is about 20 m.  Rainfal l  on Oman 
:v[ountains is the main source of groundwater recharge. The water flow direction depends on 
the topography of the area. The main gap that recharges Al Hayer area is Al Mahdah gap in 
the south east and \vadi amayni in  the north east. 
The area has good groundwater qual ity with salinity of about 1 1 50 ppm. Sodium 
cations are the main cations in the groundwater in the area ordered as a 
+>Mg2 >Ca2. The 
anions are ordered as : (HC03) - > cr> (S04)'
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Figure 3 . 1 .  Location map for the selected \vel ls  and the stud) area. 
Various p lants �n the farms that can survive under medium salty water are irrigated 
with the groundwater. The amount of boron in the groundwater of Al Hayer reaches 0. 1 ppm. 
The maximum percentage of boron that can be absorbed by the sensitive p lants reaches 1 .3 
ppm. AI Hayer has the be t \\ at r qual i ty fol lov.ed by Gummed, ahil and \veihan. 
re pectiwly. 
The capi l l ary rise and evapotranspiration affect the movement of  groundv\'ater flow 
toward the \vest. As a result, more evaporation occurs leaving chemical constituents to 
precipitate such as calcium carbonate (CaC03) that c lose the pores between the grains and 
prev ent infil tration. In addition, the qual ity of water might be deteriorated ( aqar, 1 980).  
The oeoloaic formations i n  Al Khadar area carrv a l imited amount of \v ater. The :::: ::> • 
hydrogeologic features are improved only near the surface. The subsurface water channels 
resulted from wadis are the main source for groundwater recharge. 
AI Ain Distribution ompany dril led it 0\\ n wel l  \\ ith depth reachll1g 200 ft in 
Hayer area and at a distance f ab ut -00 m from farmer's new \'" el l  . Th1 ettll1g wa 
con ' idercd to a\ oid the interference bet\'" een the depres. Ions in groundv.. ater le\·el in  the two 
area. and hence ensure the sustainable yield of the wel ls  everal random agricultural wel l s  
\\ \.!re dri lkd to  depth of  about 700 ft. As a result, me of the e wel ls were drIed and others 
hm c 'alty \\ ater .  
I here are three hug urface water reservoi rs 111 Al  Hayer area. One of them has a 
apa it) of 2 mi l l i  n gal lon/day whi le  the other t\\< 0  r �cr oirs have a capacity of 1 mi l l ion 
gallon/day. The location of the e re ervoi r  is shown in Figure 3 .2 .  The ground\'. ater is stored 
in the c rc en oir  \\'here the water pip l ine from I Hayer, huwaib and Al Khadar are 
col lected. The ground, ater is pumped to Al Ain  reception station and Hi l i  station in order to 
be mi:\ed with de al inated , ater before supplying Al Ain city (AI Ain Distribution Company, 
Per onal ommw1i ation . 200 1 ) . 
In the current study, 34 well s  are considered for the analysis of the groundwater 
conditions. Twenty three wel l  belong to ational Dri l l ing Company (NDC), whi le 1 1  well s  
belong to AI A i n  Distribution Company (WED) Figure 3 . 1 .  These wel ls  are selected in  a way 
to al low the proper presentation of the static water level (swl) and total dissolved sol ids 
(TD ) for the area. The total depth of these wel l s  ranges between 4 1 . 1 5  m and 1 6 1 . 5 m. Four 
of the WED-wel ls  are located in Al Hayer area, east of Jabal Al Mohayer (WED- 402, WED-
403, WED- 408, and ED- 4 1 0), whi le 3 wel ls  exist along Sweihan road, north of Jabal AI 
Mohayer, (WED- 5 02 WED- 5 04 and WED- 5 1 1 ) . The other four wel l s  named WED- 903 ; 
WED- 907, WED- 909 and WED- 9 1 9  are located in  Al Khadar area. Wadi Khab passes 
through Sweihan wel l  field .  The permeable sediments fi l l  the bottom of this  wadi .  The flow 
in  this wadi recharges the groundwater. 
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F igure 3 .2 .  General l ayout of the main water di stribution system in  Al Ain (AI Ain 
Distribut ion Company, 2002) .  
.3.  nal}  i o f  ro u n d n ater Level 
r und\\'ater i on of the main ource for water upply t in area. Becau e of the rapid 
dc\ cl pmcnt in the agricultural act i \  itie , improvement in pumping technologie , and the 
\\ calth of the c untI) , farmer were able to dri ll large number of wel l  targeting different 
depth . n the other hand, ab unded wel l  (due to dl)nes or over alinity problem ) were 
replaced. e\\ fann \\ ere e tabl i  h d and thou and of well were dri l l  d in the fresh water 
h rizons. The water extraction from the storage cau ed a con iderable dec line in the 
ground\\ ater le\ e l .  A a re lilt. decper w I I  were dri l led. 
In  order to a gr undv,ater condition and it su tainabil ity, drawdown and 
depth' f the static groundwater I vel are con id red for different year inc luding 1 99 1 ,  
1 99 " ,  1 995 .  1 997, 1 999 and 200 1 .  Because water level records prior to 1 99 1  are not complete 
and ometim mi  ing, al l  comparisons are done based on the records of 1 99 1 .  As indicated 
before. data ha been col lected from different source . 
Figure 3 . .... repre ent the equipotential l ine in the tudy domain above the mean 
ea\',ater I vel (m I) in 1 99 1 .  The equipotent ial l ines were of equal spac ing and uniform 
hydraul ic  gradient with an averag value of  3 . 1 x l 0·] indicating uniform flow conditions. I t  
may al 0 be concluded that the hydrogeological s stem was almost under equil ibrium 
condition . In other word , the total influx into the sy tem through rainfal l  event , excess 
irrigation water, l ateral flow, and others ( if  any) was almost equal to the total out flux from 
the sy tem through pumping acti it ie , later flow, evaporation and evapotranspiration, and 
other . The direction of the groundwater flow is from Oman Mountains to ards the west, 
Figure 3 . 3 .  The equipotential l ines ranged between 205 m and 270 m above msl . The 
maximum depth to the static water level reached 42 m below the ground surface west of Al 
Hayer area and north of weihan road. However, it should be noted that depths to the 
subsurface water can not be representative to the groundwater flow and pattern as they are 
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Figure 3 . 3 .  Equipotential l ines (meters amsl) as measured in 1 99 1 .  
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Figure 3 .4 .  Equipotential l ines (meters amsl) as measured in 1 993 . 
______________________ � � o  ________________________________________ ___ 
related to the t p graphic conditions which may differ ignificantly from one point to the 
other. 
In 1 9 .... . the equip tential l ines, in general had the same pattern a for that of the year 
1 99 1 . The hydraulic gradient l ine had a uniform slope and the equipotential lines were of 
equal pac l llg. Figure ".4 I lowever, l imited changes were encountered in equipotential lines 
24 - and 250  in the central ZO!1e of the study domain, indicating the increase in groundwater 
pumpmg north of weihan road and west of Al Hayer area and the decline in the water level 
in the central zone. The maximum depth of the static water level below the ground surface 
\\ a -2 m, \\ hi h i s  about 1 0 m 10\ er than that ob erved in 1 99 1 ,  Figure 3 . 5 .  It should be 
noted, ho\\ e\er. that the groundwater flow can not be deduced from this map as the 
mea urement are not referenced to a fixed point. The maximum drawdown (difference 
between \\ ater levels in 1 99 1  and 1 993 at the same location) was about 3 . 6  m in the north 
ea t of Jabal Al Mohayer. The decline in the water levels was less than 1 m in the entire 
we tern half of the study area, Figure 3 .6 .  Indeed a subsurface water rise of 0 .2  m was 
ob erved near the western boundary, possibly due to termination of pumping in this area. 
In 1 995 ,  the equipotential  lines 240 through 265 became closer to each other in the 
central zone of the study area as compared to the years 1 99 1  and 1 993,  Figure 3 . 7, indicating 
an increa e in groundwater pumping from the area north of Sweihan road and west of Al 
Hayer. However, at the eastern and western boundaries of the study domain, no change in the 
\ ater levels was observed. 
In 1 997, many of the equipotential lines shifted to the east more as compared to the 
year 1 995,  Figure 3 . 8 .  Distances between equipotential l ines decreased, in the central part, 
indicating a steeper hydraulic  gradient. This phenomenon was very much emphasized m 
equipotential lines 240 through 270 in the western side of Al Hayer area and north to 
Sweihan road. For example, the intersection of equipotential l ine 245 with the southern 
boundary of the study area was at 3 67000 UTM in 1 995 .  In 1 997, the same line intersected 
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Figure 3 .7 .  Equipotential l ine (meters amsl)  as measured !n 1 995 .  
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Figure 3 . 8 .  Equipotential l ines (meters amsl )  as measured in 1 997.  
5 1  
the . uthern b lindar)' at 3 70000 TM In other words, the ub urface water le\ el at the 
p int of 3 70000 T 1 on the uthern boundary decl ined from about 252 m in 1 995 to ah ut 
245 m (as\'" I )  in  1 997 .  The same analysis can be applied to other equipotential l ines. 
A compared to the water level in 1 99 1 ,  the maximum drawdown was about 1 0 m 
north f \" clhan road and in the middle of the tud) area, Figure 3 .9 .  This  increa e in the 
drawd \\: n \" as encount red due to the e tabl ishment of ne\ vegetable  farms that were 
i rrigated ,\oi t11 groundwater. The drawdown in the western side of the study area wa 
relativel)- mal l ( Ie  than .3 .0  m). The pumping of groundwater was mostly encountered in  
thc cC!ltral part. 
In 1 999, the eq ui potential l ines hifted more toward the eastern side of the study area. 
Di tance betv .. een equipotential l ines decreased indicating a steeper hydraulic gradient in the 
middle tudy area, Figure "' . 1 0 . Based on the records of 1 999, equipotential l i ne 230 
inter cted the outhern boundary of the study area at 364200 UTM. whi le  in 1 997 the same 
l ine inter ected the we tern boundary at 2 7 1 0800 TM. A remarkable dec l ine in the 
ub urface water level was observed southern ",estern part of the area. For example, the 
water level for the point with a coordinate of 366000 UTM(E) decl ined from 24 1 m in 1 997 
to about 232 m (amsl) in 1 999. 
In 200 1 ,  a remarkable decl ine in the subsurface water level in the middle of the area 
was observed. Reference is made to the distortion of equipotential l i ne 230 and the very steep 
hydraulic gradient between equipotential l ines 265 and 230, F igure 3 . 1 1 .  Almost all of the 
equipotential l ines moved to the eastern side. The hydraulic gradient in the study domain was 
non-uniform (steeper toward the middle and east) indicating over pumping in the central area. 
The intersection of the equipotential l ine 220 with the boundary of the study area was 
changed from western side ( 1 999) to the southern side (200 1 ) . The maximum drawdown was 
about 1 7  m in the ,vest of Al Hayer and north of Sweihan road, Figure 3 . 1 2 . Therefore, as 
compared to records of 1 99 1  the maximum drawdown increased from 3 . 6  m in 1 993 to 1 0 m 
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Figure 3 . 9 .  Contour map for the drawdown (m) in 1 997.  
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m 1 997 and 1 7  m in  200 1 ,  This I con i tent with the increase in the groundv,:ater pumping 
during the arne period.  The dra\-\down in the extreme north we t of the study area wa very 
l imited 
The change in the static water level during the . ears 1 99 1 , 1 997 and 200 1 can also be 
represented and a se ed by 'electmg one equipotent ial Ime and fol low its migration from 
ne year t the other. To that end, equipotential l ine 230 wa considered, Figure 3 . 1 3 . It is  
noted that thi equipotential l i ne is h ifted toward the east of the study area over the years <0 
i ndicating the relative d c l ine in  the \- ater level .  The fol lowing observations can be deduced 
from the f:gure. 
1 .  The max imum dec l in  in the ubsurface \ ater table is  encountered in  the middle and 
outhern parts of the area. 
2. The change in the water levels 1 11 the northern side IS relat ively small  indicating 
l im ited pwnping activit ie . 
The dra\ do\vn between 1 997 and 200 1 ( 4 ears) was much bigger than the drawdovy n 
between 1 99 1  and 1 997 (6 years). Therefore the current rate of groundwater depletion 
is  high. 
F igure 3 . 1 4  presents a compari on between the ground\ ater levels in 1 99 1  and 200 1 
( 1 0  year). The flow patterns (levels and directions) have changed significantly during this 
period.  The drawdown varied between zero in  the northwestern part of the study area to about 
1 7  m i n  the central part. Examples of the decl ine of groundwater levels i n  some wel ls  during 
the period 1 99 1  to 200 1 are given in F igure 3 . 1 5 . The effect of the rainfal l  events on 
groundwater recharge and recovery can also be observed. However, this recovery has a 
l imited impact on the l ong term analysis .  
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---- Records of 1 99 1  Records of 200 1 .  
Figure 3 . 1 4 . Comparison between equipotential l ines (m aswl )  in  1 99 1  and 200 1 .  
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Figure 3 . 1 5 . Examples of the groundwater dec l ine in some wel l  . 
3.4 .  n a l )  j o f  t h  G round" a t  r u a l i ty 
'I hc gr und\\ utcr qual i ty may vary fr m one locat IOn to the other and may also change in the 
arne I atl n over time. eneral ly, the de I me in the water levels would cause deterioration 
in the water qual ity .  In other word , e ce sive pumping without sufficient replenishment 
w ould ) ic ld to highcr groundwater al in it) . I ndeed, thi i one of the major problems in  
a Im " t  al l  of the arid and emi  arid region \\'here rainfall  is l iJ!! ! ted scattered and infrequent. 
nder ::.u h ond1tlOn , the origmal ly fresh groundwater resources may become unsuitable for 
drinling and l ITigation purposes. 
Ba-;ed on the available date � r the tudy area, equi-concentration maps a!e pre ented 
for d ifferent ;. ear to a e the changes in  the water quality. Fortunately, total dissolved 
o l id (TO. ) for orne wel l s  were a ai lable over the last two decades. 
I n  1 9  2, the TD . .  v,:ithin the tudy area varied from a minimum of 350 ppm near the 
ea t rn boundary up tream ide) to a maximum of about 950 ppm at the northwestern area of 
the domain, Figure '" . 1 6 . The equi-concentration l i nes indicated a smal l and gradual increase 
in the groundwater sal inity from ea t to west. The freshwater condition prevailed throughout 
th study area. Like all groundwater systems under natural conditions, the salinity increased 
in the flow dire t ion. The groundwater qual ity in Al Hayer area was of good qual i ty with a 
TD.  of about 400  to  500 ppm. 
I n  1 983 ,  the sal inity increased s l ight ly  i n  the study area with an average value of 
about 1 00 ppm, Figure 3 . 1 7 . A local sal inity increase in  a smal l area near Jabal AlMahyar 
was observed. The T.D.S varied between 450 ppm and 1 050 ppm and the pattern of sal inity 
distribution remained the same as for the year 1 982. The total dissolved sol ids at Al H ayer 
area ranges between 450 and 550 ppm. In 1 987, the salinity improved slightly in the eastern 
part of the study area, perhaps due to some rainfal l events and the associated groundwater 
replenishment, Figure 3 . 1 8 . However, in the western side the change in sal inity was nominal . 
Within the study area, the sal inity aried from 400 ppm to about 1 050 ppm. Therefore it can 
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Figure 3 . 1 8 . al inity di tribution (TD ) in  the study area as measur d in  1 987.  
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Figure 3 . 1 9. Sal i nity distribution CTOS) i n  the study area as measured in 1 995 .  
be conclud d that no deterioration in the groundv.ater qual ity \ ...  as observed bet\\een 1 9  ') 
and 1 9  7 
[n  1 9  5 the alinit , in the study area varied between 300 ppm and 1 300 ppm, Figure 
3 . 1 9 . However, the al in ity in the we tern part of  the tudy area remained elow 1 000 ppm 
local In  rcase In  the alinity in the area ea t of Jabal Al Mohayer and outh of I Ha:- er area 
v. a  enc untered where the alinit) reached about 1 300 ppm indicating an increa e in the 
pumping a ti iti s in this ar a. A compared to 1 98 7  th groundwater quality has general ly 
impr ved with the exception of the I cal area east of Jabal Al Mohayer. This may oe 
attributed to rainfall event that might have occurred in 1 995 .  
I n  1 999, the highe t al init) wa encountered in the same area as for the year 1 995, 
F igure 3 .20 .  Howe er,  area of high sal inity increased than that of the year 1 995 indicating the 
continuou pumping of the groundwater. A l imited change in the T .D.  was obser ed 
throughout the tud) domain. 
Th compari on between the groundwater sal inity in the years 1 982 and 1 999 i 
presented in  Figure 3 .2 1 .  The sal inity in  the year 1 982 is represented by the sol id- black l ines, 
while the da hed-l ines represent the sal inity in 1 999. With the exception of the area east of 
Jabal A l  10hayer, the changes in  the al inity were very l imited. East of Jabal Al Mohayer, 
the sal inity increased from about 400 ppm in  1 982 to about 900 ppm in 1 999. The 
deterioration i n  the groundwater qual ity in the study domain was l imited to a small area. It is 
also concluded that the qual ity of the groundwater is sti l l  good and can be used for 
unrestricted agricultural purposes . 
3.5. Di eu ion a n d  Possible Solution 
The groundwater level in  the study area is under continuous decl ine over the last two 
oecades after the expansion i n  the development of farms. The max imum decl ine in the water 
able reached about 1 7  m during the period 1 99 1 -200 1 .  
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Figure 3 .2 1 .  Compari son between sal inity distribution (TDS) i n  1 982 and 1 999. 
The effect of rainfal l on the groundwater reco ery is l imited in both magnitude and 
duration The natural recharge from annual rainfal l  does not encounter the ground ater 
pumping from the rudy area under the current rates. Therefore, the dec l ine in the 
ground\\ater level is expected to continue as long as no measures are taken to l imi t  the 
pumping and protect the groundwater resources. 
Although s ignificant decl ine in the groundwater levels has been encountered, the 
groundwater qual ity has not deteriorated at the same rate. This may be attributed to several 
r a on inc luding. an10ng other , the good qual ity of the ent ire groundwater in the 
hydrogeological ; stem under consideration, therefore regardless of the pumping the qual i ty 
is  not affected much, the proximity of  the study area from a natural source of freshwater 
recharge. and th semi-isolation of th hydrogeological system from other horizons of lower 
\\ at r qual it) . 
e\ eral mea ures could be taken to sustain the ground\vater resources in the area.  The 
adoption of modem irrigation systems (such as drip bubb l ier and sprinklers) i s  expected to 
save 600 0 or more of i rrigation water consumption depending on the farm size and type of 
crop The use of the leaky pipe i rrigation in which the cap i l lary action of the so i l  drav.:s water 
from the pipe \\ ould also reduce the groundwater consumption. 
Ren c l ina of wastewater and its restricted uti l ization in  agriculture acti ities would 
• :::> 
also help sustain the groundwater resources. In  addition the reuse of wastewater wi l l  reduce 
the environmental po l lution to the acceptable levels (Dean and Lund, 1 98 1 ) . In generaL 
wastes w i l l  be less hazardous by physical, chemical or biological treatment. Al Hayer sewage 
treatment p lant is designed to treat sewage flow of 644 m
3
/d resulted from a population of 
230U person ' .  
The construction o f  new wel ls  t o  replace the abandoned ones should be ful ly 
control led and perhaps forbidden in some areas that are under severe risk. Otherwise, the 
aquifer wi l l  be fully depleted. A l l  wel l s  should  be fitted with meters and the groundwater 
consumption should be constrained to certain amounts which i f  exceeded some charges could 
be appl ied Lav. s on the groundwater use should be formulated. 
Education of  farmers i \ ery important to en ure groundwater conse[\ ar ion. Farmers 
can be given advice on the crop \: ater requirements and the types of crops most suited to the 
soi l  type and , ater qUal ity .  On the other hand, T.V programs, publications, announced 
statements, water week and any other means to show the importance of the groundwater and 
ho\ to save it \: ould enhance the awareness among the public and on the long term the habit 
of water con [\·ation wi l l  be developed. 
h a pt r 4 .  ' u m e rical  i m u l a t ion of  t h  round", a ter F l o" Cond i t ion 
4 . 1 .  I n t ro d u ct i on 
Jround\\ater flo\\ can be simulated b th analytical ly and numerical ly .  nalytical methods 
are ba cd on the lution f cl ed r rm equation . \\ hile numerical method are ba ed on the 
appro. ' imate or iterat ive Olutl n Each method has It wn advantage and disadvantage as 
compared t the they. 
nal) tical III del ar g neral l)  impler in  formulation and appl ication and do not 
require detai led mput parameter (data) .  They provide accurate re ults when appl ied to smal l­
cak problem . e .g  . .  upconning phenomenon belo\\ pumping wel ls .  However. analytical 
model often require implified a swnptions and ideal ized domains. 
umen al model are relati ely adaptable and flexible and could be appl ied to 
heterogeneou y terns and i rr gular domains. 1an) wel l -developed and verified numerical 
code are a lready avai lable and can be ea i l. employed to almost every case. These model 
include. among others. MODFLOW, MOC, MOCDE E. and UTRA. The main 
di advantage of the numerical methods is  the need for detailed field data in  space and time 
that might n t be avai lable. nalytical solutions are often employed to verify numerical 
models for ideal ized domains. flo\ and boundary conditions. 
In  this study the U G model ,  UTRA (Voss, 1 984), i s  employed to simulate the 
groUfidwater conditions. The model is used with Argus-One GUI to represent the domain and 
de elop the i nput data. Argus-One was also used to view the output of the different 
simulation runs. The study domain was discretized into a number of smaller quadri lateral 
e lements. The numerical  model was calibrated fi rst and was then used to predict the 
equipotential l i nes for the year 20 1 0. The simulation exercise was l imited to the flow due to 
the l imited data regarding the transport parameters. 
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4.2 The UTRA-Argu Environment 
4.2. 1 eneral  
A C  tlnHe element model. TRA is employed in this study. UIRA simulates fluid 
movement and the transport of either energy or dissolved substances in subsurface environment. 
It emplo s a two dimensional hybrid finite element and integrated finite difference method to 
appro. irnate the governing equations that describe the two interdependent processes: 
1 - Fluid density dependent saturated or unsaturated groundwater flow, and either, 
2- a- Transport of a olute in the groundwater, in which the solute may be subject to 
equilibrium adsorption on the porous matrL'C, and both first-order and zero order 
production or decay, or 
bOo Tran port of thermal energy in the groundwater and sol id matrix of the aquifer. 
- " 2 . 2 .  a p a b i l i t i e  a n d  l i m i t a t i o n  
C T �  rna) be employ ed for areal and cros -sectional modeling of saturated zone flow and 
solute transport. It can be employed to model natural or man-induced chemical species transport, 
including processes of solute sorption, production and decay. 
CTRA. uses quadri lateral e lements in cartesian or radial cyl indrical coordinate systems. 
The me h rna: be coarsened employing (pinch nodes) in areas \"'here transport is unimportant or 
considerably mal l .  Hydraulic conductivities may be anisotropic and may vary both in direction 
and magnitude through out the system as may other aquifer and fluid properties. The boundary 
conditions and other stresses such as sources and sinks can be time dependent in the sense that 
the) can vary from one time step to the other. One should always notice that UTRA requires 
spatial and temporal discretization for the simulation of rapid variation either in the piezometric 
heads or in the concentrations. A special reference is made here to the region near the shore 
boundary where the cyc lic flow exists and the concentration gradient is relatively high. 
Although SUTRA is mainly developed to simulate two space dimensions the thickness 
of the t\: 0 dimensional region may vary from one point to the other. In other words the third 
dimension is i ntroduced whi le all  hydraul ic and transport parameters are not al lowed to vary in 
that d In�ction. Fluid densit) may be constant or vary as a function of solute concentration or 
tluid temperature. UTRA tracks the transport of either solute mass or energy in the flOwing 
groundwater through a unified equation which represents the transport of either solute or energy. 
olute transport is simulated through numerical solution of a solute mass balance 
equation where solute concentration may affect fluid density. The single solute species may be 
tran ported conservatively. or it may undergo equi l ibrium sorption (through l inear. Freundlich or 
Langmuir isotherms). The solute rna be produced or decay through first or zero order process. 
Dispersion processes modeled by SUTRA include diffusion and two types of fluid velocity 
dependent di per�ion. The fir t type i the dispersion process for isotropic media in \\ hich 
direction independent \ alue for longitudinal and transversal di persivities are assumed. The 
s cond t: pe is the d i  persion process for anisotropic media. This process assumes that 
longitudinal dispersivity varies with the angle bet\veen the flow direction and the principal axi s  
of aqui fer permeabi lity \- hen anisotropic conditions exist.  
TRA is  structured in  a modular, top-dow11 programm ing style that allows for code 
readabi lity and eases any desirable modifications. Fluid pressures and solute concentrations or 
temperatures at each node in the studied domain after each time step are obtained. The velocit ies 
are eval uated at the centroid of each element. 
.t.2 .3. O rganization of UTRA 
LTRA V06902 D) is \-\-TItten in A 1- TAl DARD FORTRA -77 and may be compi led and 
executed under most operat ing J stem and on most computers. �[any CTRA appl ications 
require considerable array storage and computational effort. These appl ications must be carried 
out on large, fast scaler machines such as mainframes, m inicomputers, work stations and 
3 86-or-better microcomputers with math co-processors and at least a few Mbytes of memory or 
on ector/array processing machines. 
l TR. package contains 25 fi les (including one that contains a copy of a text file 
( 'TR. .O C) .  The set of fi les includes : 
( 1 )  UTRA main routine (MAIN.FOR) 
(2) 24 UTRA subroutines contained in three fi les: 
(a) U UB .FOR with two user-programmable routines, 
(b) B I .FOR and B 2 .FOR. v.;th all other subroutines. 
(3)  t\.\ 0  me h data generation routines ( 10E REC.FOR and 10El RAD.FOR), 
(4) nine i nput data sets consisting of three data sets required to run each of three examples 
from the UTR.-\ documentation. 
( 5 )  three output data et \\ ith re ults from the e three examples. 
(6) one routin for calculation of hydrostatic pressur data at specified pressure bOLmdaries 
(PBCOE .FOR). 
(7) a file for compil ing and loading SUTRA problems under 640 K bytes usmg 
DO . licrosoft-Fortran--+.O or 5 .0  (.  1 FOR.BAT). a file for running UTRA \vhich has 
been compiled under r. I icrosoft Fortran ( 1  TRA.BAT). 
( 8 )  a fi le for compiling and loading UTRA problems up to available extended memory size 
on a -+86 microcomputer using Lahey F77L-EJ'v1l32 Fortran 3 .0 (L3FOR.BAT). a file for 
running UTRA which has been compiled under Lahey Fortran (LSlJTRA.BAT). 
(9) a file executable under DO on PC systems with an 80871287/387 co-processor that was 
created using the UTRA routines l isted in  ( 1 )  and (2). and the licrosoft-Fortran-5 .0  
s )  -tem v .. ith the util i ty fi les l isted in (7). above ( eTR, . EXE. requires 5" I Kbjtes) . 
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4.204. :vI od l i n g  v ia  TRA 
For pr blem in r gl nal scale the real ituation i geometrical ly slmplified to be ea ier to sol e. 
fir t the impli fied domain must be discretized in space and time. 
4.204. 1 .  Oi c retizat ion:  Adequate dIscretIzatIon is vital for two reasons: 
1 )  The abi l ity of a model to repre ent the variations in system parameters and to simulate 
complex proce es depend on the fineness of discretization. 
2) The accuracy and stabil ity of the numerical methods used to represent system processes, in 
parti ular, tran port, depends on the spatial and temporal discretization. A better discretization is 
alwa obtained by making existing discretization finer, but the finer the discretizations are, the 
m re computational, exp n iYe the imulations become. The only way to expl icitly check for 
inadequate di cretization of a system is to simulate with a discretization that is assumed to be 
adequate and then with a ignificantly finer discretization and compare results. I f  there are no 
� ignificant difference in the re ults, then the coar er simulation indeed has been adequately 
di �cretized. 
4.2 04.2. G u idel ines :  For adequate discretization, the fol lowing guidelines should be considered: 
1 )  odes are required where boundary conditions and sources are specified. As accurate 
imulation of proce es near these specified points to be required then a finer mesh is needed in 
the e area . 
_) A finer mesh is required \ here parameters vary faster in space. Thus finer mesh is required 
at high concentration gradient (near sea side) in saltwater intrusion problems. A rule-of-thumb 
is that at least five elements should divide the front in order to guarantee that the simulated front 
\\idth arises from simulated physical processes rather than from spreading due to inadequate 
discretization. 
3) The spatial stabi l ity of the numerical approximation of the unified transport equation depends 
on the value of a mesh Peclet number, Pem. given by : 
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(1) 
w here LL I S  the local di tance between element sides along a streamline of flo\ . tability is 
guaranteed in al l  cases vvhen Pern S 2 which gives a criterion for choosing a maximlU11 allowable 
element dimension LL along the local flow direction. This criterion significantly affects 
discretization. patial stabil ity i s  usual ly obtained with SUTRA when 
(2) 
discretization rule-of-thlU11b for simulation with SUTRA which guarantees spatial stability in 
mo t cases is :  
(3) 
Tah.en in combination \\ith the onsiderations of guidel ine (2) requiring at least five elements 
acros a front, the previous rule implies that a minimlU11 front width which may be simulated 
\vhen the mesh is designed according to 6LL. 4 UL is 20 UL. 
-l) Discretization for trans\'erse dispersion also may be related to dispersivity. Although an exact 
guideline is not given. the obj ect of transverse discretization is to make the local element 
perpendicular to a streamline smal l relative to the total transverse dispersivity: 
(-l) 
\\ here �LL is the local element dimension transverse to the flow direction. In the case where the 
trans\ er e mixing rather than diffusion dominates the transverse dispersion an adequate but 
stringent rule-of-thlU11b may be. �LT < 1 0  aT· 
5) Radial meshes with a wel l  require very fine discretization near the center aXIs to 
accommodate the sharply curving pressure distribution. The radial element dimensions may 
increase outward and become constant at, for example, a size of 4 UL· 
____________________ 7 0 ___________________________________ . 
6) Discretization in time is done by choosing the size o f  time steps. The adequac, o f  temporal 
discretization may be tested only by comparing resul ts o f  simulations carried out \\ ith di fferent 
t imc stt:p "Ize . For saturated now simulation, temporal dlscretlzation begm \\ lth fine time teps 
\\ hich ma. become signi ficant ly l arger as the ystem response slows. For transport simulation, 
changes in concentration or temperature at a point in a space are often due to the mo ement of 
fronts with the fluid flow. Therefore, adequate discretization of these parameters in time is 
always related to both fluid velocity and spatial g radients in t he parameters. The higher the 
longitudlllal pallal gradlent and nuid \ elocity, the smaller the time step required for adequate 
temporal discretization. general guideline is that relatively sharp fronts require time 
diS retizatlOn which al lo\\ s them to move only a fraction of an element per t in1e step. Broad 
ti-ont \\ ith 10\\ !:orradlent 1 Il concentration or temperature have adequate temporal discret ization 
\\ hCIl time 'rcp' are chosen to mo\ e the front one or more clements per st �p. 
After preparing mesh and choosing adequate discretization, nodes and elements in the 
me h must be numbered. As SUTRA uses the method of banded matrix for solving equations, 
careful numbering o f  the nodes is necessary for minimizing the bandwidth which is critical to 
computational efficiency. 
The program dimensions are calculated by adj usting the dimensions of a three large 
aITa� R.\L RY, and ])'1\' . . -\\1 \ ector and array dimensions in the UTRA computer code \\'hich 
rna::. vary bel\\ een simulations are combined in these three arrays. The dimensions reqUIred for 
the e arrays, IUvIDDJL R VDDJL and I?vfVDThL must be speci fied in the m ain program to values 
greater than or equal to those required. The required values are given by the fo\ 1o\',:mg relations: 
R.\lD 1\ 1 == 2( . ') . :B I )  
RV DL\1 == ( . '. :\.')L '. ' )-( . 'E\'- ) ( .  'E )-(�BC� )*3 
T( , OBS-'- l )  TOBS.2 )*2- TOBS.) 
I\tlVD[ f== (0fE )* 8-1 1 r .... G'fPl?-J'CH)*3-.- SOP+ SOU 
BC *2+ TOB + 1 2  where 
• TE 









= number of nodes 
= number of elements 
= full band 'Width of matrix 
= number of fluid source nodes 
= number of solute or energy source nodes 
= number of specified pressure nodes 
= number of pecified concentration or temperature nodes 
= PBC+ UBC 
= number of p inch nodes 
= number of observation nodes 
= number of obse[\'ation time steps (rna\:) 
= number of  vectors long= approx.30 vectors 
NEV = number of vectors NE long= approx. 1  0 vectors 
.. L2.S. A rgu -One 
A.rgu -One is  an independent Geographical Information ystem (GIS) for numerical modeling. 
L -mg a conceptual model approach. combined \vith export capabil ities. Argus-One can be 
ons idered as an appl ication development environment for development and deployment of 
graphical user interfaces for numerical models. 
Argus-One provides a user environment where geospatial (map-type) information (or 
co\ erage) may be synthesized in preparation for use as input to numerical models.  L ike other 
G I  y terns. the various t)-pes of geospatial information are stored and viewed in  coverages or 
layers \\ blch can be vie\.ved and interact \.vith directly from the screen. 
Export scripting of Argus-One enables to export the synthesized infonnation to input 
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files for numerical model ing at the exact format the model requires. Combining the export 
scripting and the conceptual model approach, Argus-One offer a model independent 
em ironment \" hich enable to us it as a pre-processor for the model . t the arne time. it also 
enable to inter hangeabl use geospatial coverages " .... ith Argus-one. 
Argus-One is composed of the t\.vo main modules. The first is the G1 module 
encompassing information layers (nodal information, boundary conditions, domain out l ines, 
and other) data layers (data on grid and interpolation of data) and maps layers (import text, 
DXF. GI hape fi le and images). The second is the me h and grid module encompassing finite 
element mesh layers and finite difference grid layers. Complex finite element and finite 
difference meshes can be created . 
.t.3.  i m u lat ion  o f  Flo", and Re u l t  
.t.3. 1 .  � t u d) d o m a i n  a n d  b o u n d a ry  cond it ions 
The study domain includes A l  Hayer (east of Jabal Al Mohayer), Gummed and ahi l  (west of 
Jabal Al Mohayer), and part of Al Khadar area in the orth West. These areas are located 
benveen the coordinates 360000 UTM and 3 80000 UTM in the east and 2 7 1 0000 UTJ I and 
2727000 CT\ l in the north. Figure " . 1 .  Therefore. the total area of the study domain is _0 x 
1 7 km (340 km2). The domain \vas discritized into 8524 quadrilateral elements using the 
automatic me h generation module of Argus-One, Figure -+ . 1 .  To ensure the com'ergence of  
the numerical solution very acute angles of the quadri lateral elements were avoided. This 
intensl\ e mesh \vas employed to ensure an accurate representation of the hydrogeological 
vstem. The numerical simulation was considered in the areal (horizontal) view. Because. the 
change in the oround\\ ater's total dissolved sol ids \vithin the area is l imited (Figures 3 . 1 6  � ::0 
through 3 .2 1 ). the assumption of  constant density flow was appl ied. In other words. the 
change in \vater concentration does not affect groundwater flow pattern. 
13 
1 7  k.m 
I� 20 k.m 
Figure 4 . 1 .  D iscrit izat ion of the study domain i nto 8524 quadri lateral e lements. 
The boundary conditions for the water levels were taken from the avai lable 
measurements for the year 200 L Figure 3 . 1 1 .  Therefore, the water levels at several points 
located on the boundaries \vere introduced to the model as prescribed levels .  It should be 
noted. however. that eTRA al lows for some deviation from prescribed head boundaries. 
The degree of deviation depends on a coeffic ient (G UP) to be identi fied by the user. 
Due to the l imited data regarding the transport parameters including dispersivities I n  
the longitudinal and lateral d i rections. adsorption coeffic ient. diffusion and others. the 
simulation exercise was l imited to the groundwater flow. The qual i ty of the groundwater was 
not considered. The simulation was conducted under unsteady flow conditions. 
:tJ. 
4.3 .2 .  1 0 d  I pa ra m eter a n d  c a l i b ra t ion p roce 
;\1 1  hydraul ic parameter Including the hydraul ic conducti i ty, porosity spec I fic yield and 
st rati i ty were ad pted from Table B 1 through B4 ( ppendi B). Based on the avai lable 
records (AI Ain DistributlOn ompany Report 2002) the current pumping from the study 
area I e timat d at ab ut 1 2  mil l ion gal lons/da . HO\ ever, many wel l  that ha e been 
con tru ted in the recent years in different farms are not monitored. Therefore, it is bel ieved 
that the total groundwater di charge from the study area is significantly h igher than this 
figure. F r mode l ing purpose , groundwater pumping activi ties are considered to be located 
in th farming ar as only. 
Ini t ial ly, the groundwater level in the study domain was assumed to vary l inearly 
b tween 3 00 m (a \ 1 )  at the a tern side to 200 m (a wI) at the western side. peci fied head 
\ ere then impo ed at some nodal points located at the boundaries. The simulation was 
onductcd under tran ient state conditions 0 that the variation in " ater levels can be 
ob en ed 0\ ertime. Different imulation runs \ ere con idered and the hydraul ic  parameters 
\\ ere adj u ted from one run to the other in order to s imulate the measured groundwater levels 
in year 200 1 . 
F igure -l .2  presents a comparison between the measured and simulated groundwater 
1 \ el for the year 200 1 .  The agreement bet\\een the measured and simulated level is quite 
good as most of  the equipotential l ines ne,�rly coincide. For a given point the difference 
between the measured and simulated groundwater levels was, in general ,  l ess than 40 cm. 
Indeed the difference was less than 20 cm for almost one half of the study domain, Figure 
4.2 .  The maximum difference between the measured and simulated levels \ as about 95 cm 
and wa encountered along equipotential l ines 220 and 230 .  This l imi ted discrepancy in the 
equipotential l ines may be attributed to some unknown hydrogeological parameters or 
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4.3.3.  Predict ion of groundwater levels i n  20 1 0  
The L TRA model ha been employed to pred ict the groundwater I e  el s i n  the study domain 
in the ) ear 20 I O. The calibrated hydrau l ic  and hydrogelogical parameters were used in this 
imulation and the pumping activities were considered constant throughout the simulation 
time, The head coefficient for the boundaries GNUP was set equal to 0 . 1 to provide some 
flexib i l ity for the speci fied heads at the boundaries. 
The init ial  groundwater levels  for this run were taken from the obtained resul ts of the 
year 200 1 .  The i nit ial time step was taken as 1 day (86400 sec . )  and the mult ipl ication factor 
for the time inter\'al was et equal to 1 . 1 .  The total simulation time was set equal to 3650 days 
( 1 0  year from 200 J to 20 1 0). 
Figure 4 . .... presents the resulted equipotential l i nes for the year 20 1 0 . As compared to 
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Figure 4 4 .  Comparison between measurements of 200 1 and predicted equipotential l i nes for 20 1 0 . 
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the year 200 1 ,  the average decl ine in groundwater levels varied between 5 m near the 
boundaries to about 9 . 5  m in the central areas where most of the pumping activities are 
located. Figure .f A  pre ents a comparison bet\veen the avai lable measurements of 200 1 and 
the S imulated equipotential l ines for the year 20 1 0 . 
It should be noted, howe er, that the results of this simulation should be regarded as 
qual itati e rather than quantitative. This  i s  mainly attributed to the missing i nformation 
regarding the hydrogeological data and pumping activities. evertheless, it can be concluded 
that th groundv,:ater levels in the study area would continue to decl ine under the current 
pumping a ti\. ities. 
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- . 1 .  u m m a ry 
Chapter 5. ummary and  Conc1u ion 
The increase of population in the different countries around the globe along with the 
a sociated increase in agricultural and industrial activities has led to the water shortage 
problem over the last few decades. The l imited avai lab i l ity of freshwater resources has 
already become commonplace in many parts around the world. The problem is more severe 
in arid in semi-arid regions " here renewable freshwater resources are very l imited. The t'vvin 
phenomena of depletion of exiting fresh water resources together with the pol lution of these 
resources are causing a growing problem in these areas. The UAE is an example of such 
countries with l imited fresh water resources. 
Despite the severity of the water shortage problem in the UAE, the water is used 
UI1\\ i e l:  and \\ asteful ly .  The per capita consumption in the UAE (around 700 I d) is one of 
the highest in the world inc luding those countries located in wet regions with very high 
rainfa l l  intensities. Large-stale desal ination plants have been constructed over that last few 
decades to bridge the gap between water consumption and water availabil ity in the UAE. 
erious attempts are made by the concerned ministries in the UAE to alleviate the 
\\ ater hortage problem. iany retention and detention dams have been con true ted 0 er the 
last two decade to col lect the surface water runoff in the main wadis and recharge the 
ground\vater. These dams are also designed to prevent the undesirable consequences of flash 
floods. total of 45 dams of different sizes have already been constructed and another 27 
dams are currently under construction. Wastewater treatment plants have been constructed 
and large amounts of treated wastewater are being used in developing green area and other 
restricted irrigation practices. The recharge of the groundwater through dams and the reuse of 
the treated wastewater are expected to help sustain the groundwater resources in the country. 
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The mam objective of  this study i s  to assess the a ai labil ity and sustainability of 
groundwater resources in some selected areas of Al  Ain .  Although many studies on the water 
re 'ource . in generaL and groundvvater resourc . in particular. in the CAE exi t. the current 
research provide a comprehensive assessment and analysis for the groundwater resources in 
four areas in  Al in; namely Al Hayer, Gummed, Nahil and Al Khadar. 
The stratigraphy and structures in the UAE were reviewed and the groundwater flow 
systems ',: ere out l ined with some information of the water type in the different areas. The 
aquifer are clas ified as l ime tone aquifers, ophiolite aquifers. gravel aquifers and sand 
dune aquifers. The relationships between rainfall and groundwater recharge in the d ifferent 
Emirates of the country " ere discussed. 
Empha i - \\ as de\ oted to AI  Ain aquifer. The extent. thickness and the hydraulic 
charact fl t l  of the aquifer \\ ere presented and discussions were provided on the basal 
onfinmg ystem and i ts h 'draulic characteristics .  The occurrence and movement of the 
groundwater and the changes in the groundwater levels and main depressions at Al Ain area 
were discussed. The aquifer storage and specific yields were elaborated and the groundwater 
recharge through gaps and precipitations were presented . 
Thirt) four we l ls were selected for the analysis of the groundwater conditions in  the 
tudy area of \\ hich 23 wells belong to the National Dri l l ing Company and 1 1  wells belong to 
Al Ain Distribution Company. Contour maps were developed for the equipotential l ines and 
drawdown for different years including 1 99 L 1 993 ,  1 995 1 997 1 999 and 200 1 were 
presented to demonstrate the changes i n  groundwater levels over the last decade. A 
comparison between the equipotential l ines for the year 1 99 1  and 200 1 was made and 
examples were given for the drawdown in orne wells .  
The qual ity of the groundwater i n  the study area was also investigated. Contour maps 
for the equiconcentration l ines were presented for different years. The changes in the 
groundwater qual i ty 0 er the last two decades were assessed. Possible measures and 
alternatives for groundwater conservation were discussed. 
A fi nite element model ( TRA) \vas employed to s imulate the groundv,,'ater 
condition in the stud, area . The model was used with Argus-One GUI to represent the study 
domain de elop the input data, and present the outputs. The study domain was discretized 
into 8524 q uadrilateral e lements. The model was cal ibrated first using the avai l able 
groundwater measurements for the year 200 1 and was then used to develop the equipotential 
l i ne for the year _0 1 0 . 
5 .2 .  Conclu ion 
Ba�ed on the re u l t  of thi study, the fol lowing conc lusions can be made : 
1 - De'pite th �e\ere short< ge in renewable fre h\\ ater resources in the AE. the per 
capita \\ ater on umption (about 700 lId) is among the highest rate in the \-\orld 
i nc luding those countries with p lenty of renewable water resources. 
2- Groundwater resources in the UAE, in general, and in the studied area, in part icul ar 
are subj ect to depletion due to the l imited natural recharge from rainfal l  as wel l  as the 
xcess i \'e pumping for agricultural purposes. 
3- The avai l ab le data regarding the groundwater resources are not only l imited but also 
cattered. Data are not available under one cover and are not stored in one database . 
.f- As compared to the measurements of 1 99 1 ,  the maximum dec l i ne in the groundwater 
level was 3 .6 m in 1 993 , 1 0 m in 1 997, and 1 7  m in 200 1 .  These values were 
general ly recorded at the center of the study area. 
The dec l i ne i n  the groundwater l evels in the northern part of the study domain IS 
relatively smal l i ndicat ing l imited pumping activi ties in these areas or perhaps more 
rec harge. 
6- The qual i ty of the groundwater during the last two decade since 1 982 has remained 
within the acceptable Ie el de pite the continuous decl ine in the groundwater level . 
Within the tudy area, the sal inity varied between 350  ppm and 1 300 ppm and only 
ery mal l areas had a salmity level h igher than 1 000 ppm. Therefore, the quality of 
the groundwater is t i l l  good and can be u ed for unrestricted irrigation. 
7- The TRA model ha be n u ed successfully to simulate the groundwater 
conditions under the current conditions and predict the groundwater levels in the year 
20 1 0. 
- Based on the results of the numerical model ,  the additional dec l ine in  the groundwater 
level by the year 20 1 0  is expected to vary from 5 m near the boundaries of the study 
domain to about 9 .5  m in the central part of the area where most of the pumping 
activities are located. 
9- Due to the lack of information, the results of the numerical model should be regarded 
a qual i tati\ e indicators rather than quanti tative a se ment. 
5.3 Reco m mendation 
The fol lowing recommendations are made. 
1 .  d)namic Geographical Infoffi1ation System (GIS) database should be developed for 
al l lhe h. drogeological data in  the UAE. This database should be accessible for al l  
officials,  researchers and scientists in the various fields of water resources 
development protection and management . 
2. Empha is  should be devoted to the development of water conservation plans at the 
national leve l .  In other words an integrated water master p l an for the country should 
be developed in which all issues related to the conservation and sustainabi l ity of water 
resources, in general, and groundwater, in particular, are addressed. 
3 Launching national programs for publ ic awareness regarding the importance of water 
conservation is a ke element in the water conservation master plan. 
-+. The con truction of ne\\ ground'vYater pumping wel ls  should be ful ly control led by 
concerned authorities. The pumping rates should also be monitored to avoid 0 er 
pumping p ractices. 
5. lodern irrigation techniques such as drip bubbler and sprinkler should be employed 
whenever possible.  
6 .  The treated wa tewater can be  ful ly  util ized in the development of green areas and 
other re tncted irri gation purposes as \vel l  as in the recharge of groundwater aquifers. 
This woul d  help ustain the groundwater resources in the country. 
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A p pe n d ix A :  Rainfal l  D ata 
Table  A 1 :  Total monthly rainfal l  (mm) Dubai area during 1 967-2002 periods 
(Mini try of Communications U. A. E . ,  2002). 
D JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL I AUG SEP OCT [Novl DEC Sum 
1 967 - - - - - - 0 0 0 0 TR 1 1 .4 1 1 .4 
1 968 2 . 8  90.4 TR TR 0 0 0 0 0 0 TR 1 9 . 1  1 1 2.3  
1 969 7 5 .9 2 0 5 . 8  0 0 0 0 0 3 . 3  0 .3  0 87 .3  
1 970 1 5 . 7  0 TR 0 0 0 0 TR 0 0 0 TR 1 5 . 7  
1 97 1  TR TR TR 1 . 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.8  1 .3 1 3 .9  
1 972 1 .3 1 .4 68 . 1 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 TR 4 . 5  1 3 5 . 3  
1 973 44.4 0 0 TR 0 0 TR 0 0 0 0 TR 44. 4  
1 974 4 . 7  2 5 . 5  T R  T R  T R  0 0 TR 0 0 0 5 . 1  3 5 . 3  
1 975 42. 7 26.8 TR 5 . 3  0 0 TR 0.4 0 0 0 0 75.2 
1 976 5 . 2  75  29 .6  1 9. 9  0 0 TR 0 0 TR 0 1 .6 1 3 1 .3 
1 977 24.8  30 . 1 6 . 5  1 6 .6 0 0 0 TR 0 TR 4. 1 3 .2 85 .3  
1 978 0 3 5 .2 4. 1 3 . 1  TR 0 TR 0 0 0 0 0 42.4 
1 979 TR TR 49.2 0 0 0 0 TR 0 0 0 34.7 83 .9 
1 980 1 . 2 36 .7  4 . 5  0 0 0 0 TR 0 0 0 TR 42.4 
1 98 1  TR 0 .7  1 5 . 6  3 3 . 1 1 2 .9  0 TR TR 0 0 0 0 62.3 
1 982 1 1 .2  73.6 1 09 . 1 TR 0 .0  0.0 0.0 TR 0.0 0.0 6.0 1 2 .6 2 1 2 .5 
1 983  23 .5  49.0 20 .0  1 L1· . 2  TR 0.0 0 .0 TR 0.0 0 .0 0.0 TR 1 06 . 7  
1 984 TR 0.0 7 . 1 0 .0  0 .0 0.0 0 0  0 0 0  ( )  0 0  1 5 .7  22 .8  
1 985 5 . 7  0.0 3 . 1  T R  T R  0.0 0 0  a 0 0  ( d TR 0.2 9 
1 986 1 3 . 9  1 1 . 1  1 5 . 8  1 .4 0 .0  0 .0  TR 0 0 0  IJ U 5 . 8  7 5 . 7  1 23 . 7  
1 98 7  0.0 TR 82 .9  5 . 5  0.0 0.0 0 0  TR 0 0  () () 0 0  1 3 . 7  1 02 . 1 
1 988 1 . 3 1 90.4 0 . 3  20.3  0.0 0 .0 0 .5  0 0 0  () J 0 0  7 . 8  220.6 
1 989 TR 1 4. 3  3 2 . 7  9 . 1 0.0 0.0 TR ( 0 0 0  () () 1 7 .0  70.3 1 43 .4 
1 990 42 .3  70.8 1 .3 7 . 9  0 .0 0.0 0 0  0 .3  0 0  () U  0 0  TR 1 22 .6  
1 99 1  27 .7  4 .3  22 .2  0 . 3  0 . 0  0.0 0.0 0 0 0  O (  0 0  1 7.2  7 1 . 7 
1 992 3 1 .4 3 8 .4 1 . 3 4 3 . 7  T R  0.0 0 0  TR 0 0  0 0  0 0  44.9 1 59.7 
1 993 2 . 1 8 3 . 6  1 .0 0 .5  0 .0  0.0 0 .0 1 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  0.8  88 
1 994 7 . 5  TR 2 . 0  2 . 0  0 .3  0 .0  TR J O  1 . 3 0 0  0.3 o ()  1 3 .4 
1 995 0 .0  9 .3  43 .4  0 .5  0 .0  0 .0  33 .2  0 0 0  0 0  0 0  1 30 .6 2 1 7  
1 996 4 8 . 6  20.0 1 55 .4 0 . 3  0.0 0.0 0 0  0 0 0  O ll  0 0  4.3  228.6 
1 997 67.5 TR 1 1 8 . 5  3 . 2  0.0 0 .0 0 0  , 0  0 0  42 .8  30 .7  9 .0  2 7 1 .7  
1 998 8 1 . 9 2 1 .4 5 . 4  0 . 8  0 . 0  0 .0  TR 0 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 .5  1 1 0 
1 999 0 . 3  3 7 . 2  7 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  T R  T R  0 0  0 0  0 0  (I U 44.5  
2000 0 .3  0.0 Tr 0.0 0 .0  0 .0 0 .0  0 .0  0.0 Tr 6.2 1 7 .7  24.2 
200 1 7 . 8  T R  1 0 .0  0.0 0.0 0 .0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8 . 8  
2002 3 . 8  0 .6  24.4 0 .6 
TR=TRACE :  L E S S  THAN 0.05mm. 
Max. 8 1 .9 1 90 1 5 5 60 1 2.9  0 3 3 . 2  0.4 1 .3 42.8 30.7 1 3 1  27 1 . 7 
Min. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 . 8  








1 40 I �4 1 1 �42 
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Table A2 :  Total monthly rainfall  (mm) Shruj ah area (Ministry of 
Communications, U. A.  E.  2002). 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC IU U 4lS l � U U U _'l::> 2 106 0 0 0 0 0 0 JL 4 48 1 0 0 JL 0 0 1\3 �..> 1 25 1 6  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 34 3 1 5 l 0 0 0 0 JL 0 22 59 36 I 1 1  0 0 0 I 4f> 7 7 0 0 JL � 0 ( 2 26 10 0 0 U I 4 1  0 0 0 0 U 53 62 17 4 0 0 0 �l 0 U U LL4 9 ( 1 U J) � ( 7 0 0 0 0 0 27 7 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24.4 9.6 0 41 5 0 0 0 0 0 J! 1 5 .6 -'L5 8. 1 4 .5 0 NA NA NA NA NA l'iA 0 Tr 45 9 
1 8.6  � 1 0 .2 Tr �. 1 0 0.3 0 0 J.3 8. � C.7 Tr 1 4 .4 0 5 .9 0 0 0 0 0 0 36 .4 65.2 Tr 0 .5 2.4 Tr 0 0 !1 !1 0 0 27.8 53.2 0.5 1 .7 Tr 0 0 !1 0 0 0 4.5 0 59.6 1 7.4 Tr 0 0 0 !1 !l 0 � .4 0 .2 88.2 0.4 5C. 1 0 Tr 0 0 Tr 0 -.!l lL Sfi. 1  7. 1 Tr 1 0.5 0 Tr 1 5.6 0 2.4 0.7  � 2� 95 . 1  4.9 2 1 54 C.6 0 0 Tr Tr -.!l 7 .7 1�. 1 1 6  Tr 0. 1 0 0 0 3 JL !1 0 1 9.' 6 1 .7 
56 . 8  4 Tr Tr 0 0 0 Tr 0 Tr 1 2 . '  � J .J . _ 7.8 Tr 4 .8  \9.6 0 0 Tr Tr Tr 2.3 8 .6 34 1 4 .6  �8.. 8 0 0 Tr  Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 0 Tr 0 .3 0 Tr Tr 0 0 0 0 7 .5  Tr 2 A  13.2 8A 1 20 .6 0 8 .3  0 0 0 30 .4 3 .4 29 .4 29.6 2.8 Tr 0 Tr Tr 0 0 -.!l Tr 80.7 59.7 Tr 0. 7 1 1 . 8 Tr 0 Tr 0 Tr 0 0 1 .4 
0.3 59. 1 0 Tr 0 0 Tr 0 0 0 Tr Tr 3 .4 6.9 1 .2 Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 3.6 1 .6 76.3 Tr 0.3 Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 1 7 .� 1 12.5 0 .3  Tr 5 .2 Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 19. 5  Tr 0.3 
30 .3 0 .5 Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 2.4 Tr Tr Tr Tr 4 .9  0.6 0 .2 5 . 1 Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr 27.8 1 4 .2 
1 2  0 1 1 4 .8 5.6  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tr 
45 6. 7  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 67 .4  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 28.2 20 1 9.9 0 0 !1 (L 0 JL (L 1 .6 
34 .6 29 . 8  \3. 1 1 4 . 7  0 0 0 0 0 Tr 4 1 & 5 .4 
0 25 .6  1 1 . 1  2. 5  Tr 0 Tr 0 0 0 Tr 0 
4 Tr 68.2 0 0 0 0 Tr 0 0 0 57 . 1 
1 .2 38.2 28.6  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 7 Tr 0 .3  2 1 .8 3 7 . 7  20 .6 0 Tr Tr 0 0 0 0 2.7 82 .4 1 56.4  Tr Tr 0 0 0 0 0 1 5  1 5 .8 
26 .4 85 . 7 25 .9 20 . 1 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 3 .9 C .5 Tr 7.6 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 .U 9.2 5 . 7  0 2 0 .7 Tr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 2 1 .2 24.5 6. 7 2 . 5  0 0 Tr 0 0 0 0 .5  49.9 
0 Tr 90 1 .2 0 0 0 Tr 0 0 0 7 .2 
1 .4 1 42.9 0.5 1 7 . 7  0 0 0 .7  0 0 0 0 4 Tr 1 3.8 40 .4 6. 5 0 0 0 .5  0 0 0 1 8 . 5  59.7 
30.4 75 .3 1 .2 8 .2 0 0 0 Tr 0 0 Tr Tr 
1 5 . 1  ., , ..> . - 2 1 .6 Tr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .7  1 7 .9 
29.3 34.8  0 .7  43 . 7  Tr 0 0 Tr 0 0 0 35 
2 . 1 95 .8 I Tr 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ') ..., 
1 4 .2 Tr 3 . 7  0 .2 3 0 Tr 0 9.2 0 Tr Tr 
0 3 3 .4 58 .4 0 .9  0 0 53 . 1 0 0 0 0 1 46.5 
53.3 24 .5 1 52.6 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tr 0.5 
7 1 .6 Tr 1 25 2. 7 0 0 0 0 Tr 63.4 39. 1 1 7 . 1  97 . 8  1 8  1 7 . 5  1 6 . 5  0 0 29. 6 0 0 0 0 0.9 
29 .8  37.2 6 .9 0 0 0 Tr Tr 0 0 0 Tr Tr 0 0.2 Tr 0 Q. Tr 0 0 Tr 2 1 2.4 
8 .2 Tr tr 0 0 0 tr 0 0 0 1 .8 0.8  
1 h 0 7  2tJ.4 
Sum 
I U4 
1 1 2 
no 76 
58 ill& 
...[0 5...[ 55 













35 . 5 
86 
7 .8  
1 86.7 
1 42 . 5  
73.6 59.4 
1 5 . 1  95.4 
1 37 .8 33.2 
5L .8  132.4 
5 1 . 7 
3 . 1  
1 67.4 














1 1 5 . 1 
58 .5  
1 43 . 5 
1 0 1 . 1  
30 . 3  
292.3 
23 1 . 9 









1 9  0 
1 98 1  
1 9  2 
1 983 
1 9  4 
1 985  
1 986 
1 98 7  
1 98 8  
1 989 
1 990 












Table A3 : Long term total monthly rainfal l  (mm Ras Al-Khaimah area during 
1 976-2002 periods (M inistry of Communications U. A. E. ,  2002). 
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT [NOV DEC Sum 
A NA 2 5 . 6  2 8 . 7  0 0 0 0 0 1 2 .2 1 . 8 68.3 
73.2 43 1 2 . 9  4 1 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 . 8  7.3 1 96 .7  
0 3 9 . 3  3 . 9  0 0 0 0 0 2 1  0 0 .5  0 64. 7  
1 3 . 7  0 63 . 1  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99.4 1 76.2 
2 .4 46.2 1 2  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 . 7 62.3 
1 .3 0 . 7  1 9 . 1  27 .6  29.9 0 0 0 0 5 . 6  0 0 84.2 
6 .0  1 20 .7  1 28 . 7  0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 89.6 3 5 . 5  380.5  
28 .4  39 .5  53 .9  7 . 8  0 .0 0 .0 0.0 2.8 0.0 0 .0 0.0 4.2 1 36.6 
2.8 0.0 8 . 7  0 .0  0 .0 0 .0 0 0  ( 0 0 0  I )  () 0 0  1 8 . 1  29.6 
4 . 7  0 . 0  4 . 2  0. 1 0 .0  0 .0  0 0  n o  0 0  I )  () 0 0  5 .0  1 4  
1 3 .0  1 4 .6  1 2 .9  0 . 3  0 .0  0 .0 0 0  f l O 0 0  , )  n 0.2 24.7 6 5 . 7  
0 . 0  2 . 4  96 .8  2 . 0  0 . 9  0 . 0  0 0  2 .0  0 0  ) ( 3 .6 8 . 8  1 1 6 .5  
1 7. 8  1 2 1 . 7 2 . 2  1 8 .0  0 .0 0 .0 8 .5  0 0 0  ) ( 0 .6 8 . 1 1 76.9 
0 .0 20.5 22 . 9  6 . 9  0.0 0.0 0 0  ) 0  0 0  f)  ( I  3 . 0  39.6 92.9 
26.6 72.2 0 . 8  7 . 3  0 .0 0 .0  0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 1 06.9 
3 1 .6 8 . 3  8 5 . 8  0 . 1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 26.5  1 52 .3  
34 .5  92. 7  2 .2 29. 1 0 .0  0 .0  0 0  0 O C  ) 0 0  43 .0  20 1 .5 
1 9 .0  1 60.3 1 .6 TR 0.0 0 .0  0 0  ) 0  0 0  ) 0 0  9.0 1 89.9 
34.3 0 .0 6 .3  0 .0  TR 0.0  TR TR 0.3  ) 0 0  40.9 
TR 2 5 . 7  5 3 . 3  0 .9 0.0 0 .0 20.4 ) 0  0 0  0.3 0 0  1 83 . 8  284.4 
70.2 29.9 1 75 .4 0 . 8  0 .0 0 .0  0 0  ) 0 0.0  2 . 0  3 . 5  8 .4  290.2 
5 8 . 6  TR 1 23 . 1  29.0 0.0 0.0 TR ) 0  0 0  3 8 . 7  80.5  1 2 . 1  342 
92. 5  3 7 . 9  82. 1 44.0  0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0  8 .5  265 
4 .3  52 .0  4 .2  0 . 0  0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 60.5 
Tr 0 . 0  Tr 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 6.2 0 .0 Tr 24. 7  30.9 
1 4 .2 TR 1 . 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6  
4.4 1 . 7 1 6 .3 















2001 .0  
Table  A4 : Long term monthly total  ra i n fa l l  (mm) Fuj airah area d uring 1 988-200 I periods ( M i n istry of 
Commun icat ions, U. A.  E.,  2 002 ).  
J AN FEB MAR APR MAY .rU N  JUL A UG S E i> oel NOV [ ) I�C 
0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0  0 .0 0 .0 0 .0  0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
0 .0  0.0 0.0 6 . 1 0 .0 0 .0  0 . 0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 
1 . 4 3 7 . 5  3 0 . 6  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 3 . 3  4 .4  
39 .2  22.9 2.4 44 . 8 0.0 0.0 
... 
0.0 0 .0 0 .0 8 . 5  0.0 1 8 .6  
9 .7 6 1 .4 6 .2  0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 7 .5  0 .0 0.0 0 .0 63 .9 
1 1 9 .4 0.0 4.6 0.0 0.0 0 .0  0.0 0.0 0.0 0 .0  1 . 5 0 .0 
0.0 3 . 3  1 04 .8  4 .3  1 .0 0.0 44 . 1  0 .0 0 .0 2.2 0.0 325 .2  
1 1 1 .4 20.4 1 49 .7  0. 1 0 .0  0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 1 0 .0 
43.0 0.0 1 2 1 . 8 2 1 .2 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 .0 0 .0 40.9 23 .8  0.4 
54.0 1 7 .2 4.3 8 . 5  0.0 0.0 1 .4 0 .0 0 .0  0 .0 0 .0 1 . 9 
1 7 .2 9.3 1 2 . 1  0.0 0.0 0 .0 0 ,0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 4 .2 0.0 
0 .3  0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0.0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 24 . 7  6 .4  







1 48 .7  
1 25 . 5  
484.9 
29 1 . 6 
252. 1 I 
87.3 
42. 8  
3 1 . 4 
2 1 . 1  
A p pe n d i x  B :  Aq u ife r  C h a racterist ics  
Table  B 1 :  Thickness o f  near-surface penneable material aquifer thlckness 
thlckness of saturated eol ian d une sand and fresh-water thickness in 
Groundwater Research Proj ect wel ls  ational Dri l l ing Company 
United States Geological S urvey-Groundwater Research Project 1 993) .  
[m,  meters;  nd no data; est, estimated] 
Ground- Water-level Thick ness of T1uckness of w ter Land- altitude near surfuce AqU i fer saturated eolJan Fresh-water project well lJl I Coordinates sur face (m) permeable thickness dune sand thickness number x y altitude matenal (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
1 393675.8 2677489 5 40820 3 8 1 . 5 od nd 0.0 nd 
2 393665.5 2677553.0 408 4 1  3 8 1 .5 nd nd 0.0 nd 
3 3936342 2677490.7 407 90 3 8 1 .5 nd nd 0.0 nd 
4 393649 1 26774984 40 0 - 3 8 1 .5 nd nd 0.0 nd 
5 3 89344 6 26r789.0 377 34 3 5 1 7 nd nd 0 0  nd 
6 3 863 1 3  8 2667305 7 342 52 322 2 72 5 13 0 0  5 1  
7 380942 0 2664080.4 322 30 300.5 1 02 80.3 0.0 0 
8 393220 5 266597 1 .9 379 92 3582 1 1 0 88.0 0 0  29 
Q ,l)O�2S 0 2669 1 4 7  5 )(;9 65 34 9 1 02 80 3 0 0  39 
1 0  I 3 S 1 -I 0 J 265 9 - 8 7 3 1 7 4 1  302 2 1 1 7 1 02 1 0 0  40 
1 1  i ' 939 2bb2909 3 337 J 3 1 9 1 8 1  62 0 0 0  02 
1 1  \ 3 SSW] I 20029 1 1 .2 337 75 3 1 9. 1 8 1  62 I 0 0  62 
1 2  3 3 r I 5.6 2670609 1 1 75.55 1 56 4  75 70 8 0.0 0 
1 3  344764.0 26662 1 3.0 1 9 1 .50 1 70 0  1 04 8 8 2  0.0 0 
1 4  380303.5 2668360.8 320.60 298.0 1 30 1 06.9 0.0 -10 
1 5  386 1 44 1 267 1 1 5 5.0 348.52 3 25. 1 40 1 6 2  0 0  1 8  
1 6  3 84530 3 2677390 0 343 36 32 1 5 -16 23.9 0 0  24 
1 7  3 8 8463 8 2674345.8 367 30 3-1 1 9 4J 1 72  0 0  20 
1 8  I 393546.3 267679 1 5 403.39 378.6 .w 1 9 4  0 0  22 
1 9  3 0702 6 _676 -23 7 320 1 0  30 1 .7 50 3 1  9 0 0  nd 
20 395299 9 26642 1 6.2 3 8 9 59 3 7 1 0 1 07 88 I 0 0  nd 
2 1  375639 I 268-1295 2 288 63 279 0 55 45 2 0 0  45 
22 367988.3 26603-10 9 233 98 228 7 76 1 04 4  28.2 0 
23 3 5 - 886.5 2667 1 1 7 2  2 1 3 30 1 95.5 1 3 1  1 1 3 3 0 0  0 
2-1 37-l-l 1 3 .8 2694660 7 2 9 1  83 2733 9-1 76.0 0 0  42 
:! 5  367278 2 2704858 7 302 95 252. 1  64 6 1 .9 0 0  3 1  
2 6  3669 1 1 3 2690 1 73 . 8  26- 1 0  250.0 8-1 77 9 0 0  6 
2 -' - 8 860 J 2696782.8 2-17 - 0  224 6 -I I  60 9 1 9 7 1 7  
2 8  364028 1 269-1232 7 254 55 2-1 1 .6 1 07 937 0 0  0 
29 355025.6 269092 7 2 226.50 2 1 3 4 30 -I 1 8  1 1 3  0 
30 373-139 0 2 706793 3 303 1 5  2 7 1 3 30 20 0 0 0  1 8  
Table  B l :  Thickness o f  near-surface penneable material ,  aquifer thickness, 
thickness of saturated eol ian dune sand, and fresh-water thickness in 
Groundwater Research Proj ect wel ls  -- Continued 
Ground-
Water-l evel Thlckne s of Thickness of ",at.:r Land
- altitude near su rfuce qUlfer saturated eolian Fresh-",ater prOJect " ell lIT"l Coord mates surfuce (m) penneable thickness dune sand tluckness number '( y alutude material (m) (m) (m) ( m) (m) (m) (m) 
3 1  373283 9 270678 1 .7 30 1 26 270.6 30 2 1 .2 0 0  20 
3 2  364805 0 27 1 0366.8 278.68 240.4 46 44.0 0.0 1 4  
3 3  372609. 1 268933 1 . 1  285.32 268.6 1 37 1 26.5 0.0 1 4  
34 368 1 1  - .2 2722562 3 282.7 1 243.6 38 2 3 .4 0.0 23 
35 3 8 1 470 4 26996 1 4 .0 320.66 295.7 1 07 84.8 0.0 25 
36 3 4 1 06 - 2728997 9 286 55 2 7 1 3  nd nd nd nd 
3 7  367645.9 272852 1.5 255 87 236.2 43 23.0 0 0  �3 
3 8  3740 1 42 27 1 4939. 1 297. 1 3  277.4 34 1 9.9 0.0 2 1  
39 362759.0 2733 3 1 5.5 224. 1 9  20 1 .7 40 20.2 0.0 1 9  
40 3 76882. 1 273 7707.6 260.34 24 1 .7 8 1  62. 1 0 0  62 
4 1  I 3 7.3 ' 4 4 .3 2 7 1 4%9 b 293 23 2 .3 .4 nd nd 0 0  nd 42 3 7 3 366 0 2 7 1 496 5 3 293 .5 1  273 .4 nd nd 0 0  nd 
4.3 3 5 5960 2 7 1 3 5 8 1 2 233 75 2 1 2 2 67 48.6 0 0  50 
44 3 -9657.0 2720368.6 2 3 7 ,40 2 1 4 .3 27 16 .5  0 0  20 
45 350923,4 272 1 237.5 20 1 .63 1 08.7 3 7  46. 1 9.5 26 
46 3 3 8364.9 2724045.� 1 50.29 1 29.5 56 35.6 0.0 0 
47 3 2 1 04 5.8 272602 1 .4 1 05 .38 I O U  52 50.7 0.0 0 
4 8  3 5 3 262.6 2705555. 1 220.00 2 1 0 0  46 5 1 .0 5 2  0 
-19 3 1 8709.3 2723584 5 1 06.73 1 00.8 55 48.9 0 0  0 
50 3 3 7523 . 4  : m 0488 8 1 6 1 .5 5  1 48.8 52 39 0 0 0  0 
5 1  3 2 2909 2 2 7 1 4 1 74 4 1 29. 83 1 1 9 5  3 8  3 3 9 0.0 0 
52 3 2 1 768 8 2703596.6 \ 34.22 1 3 0.4 34 35 8 2J 0 
53 3 2 8 1 44 3 26924 1 1 4  1 42 94 1 4  - .6 44 44.2 0 0  0 
54 3 3 5 705.3 270 1 050 7 1 65.04 1 54.2 47 36,4 0.0 0 
55 3 3 8640 I 2690 163 .6 1 76 98 1 6 2.8 69 54.4 0.0 0 
56 3 1 8638 6 269028 1 . 9  1 52 20 1 3 3.8 62 -M . I  0.0 0 
57 3424 1 7 6  2685084 1 1 84 .62 168 .8 82 66.4 0 0  0 
58 3 2 8223 7 267985 5 . 1  1 46.26 1 48 . 8 73 79.2 6 1  0 
59 .3 1 3695 8 2678 1 9-U 1 46.06 1 3 3 I 64 63.2 0 0  0 
60 3 3045 1 .6 267 1 452 4 1 6 1 76 1 5 3 I 88 88 .9 0 :  0 
6 1  345 1 70 0 26799 1 8 .9 1 92.4-1 1 7 1 . 7 76 64.6 0 0  nd 
62 3 5 3 884.9 267038 1 I 2 1 0.69 1 90.7 1 5 1  1 3 10 0.0 0 
Table B 1 :  Thickness o f  near-surface permeable material aqu i fer thickness, 
thickness of saturated eol ian d une sand and fresh-water thickness in 
Gro undwater Research Project wells - - Continued 
round- WatIT-level Thlck nes of Thickness or 
water Land- alllrudc near surface Aqu l rer sarurated eolian Fre 'h-""3ter 
project " el l  iT "I o rdinate surfuce ( m) permeable thlc�ess dune sand thIckness 
number y altItude matenal (m) (m) (m) 
( m) (m) (m) (m) 
73 348780.3 266978 1 2  200 78 1 79.0 1 1 7 1 08.0 0 0  nd 
74 350445.6 2675 1 77.8 208 99 ) 802 1 1 3 90 I 0 0  nd 
75 3 5 5639 I 2684435 . 5  220.86 1 96.4 30 6.0 0 0  0 
76 36903 3 2 268469 1 . 5 269 06 2 5 8 3 od nd 0 0  Est 3 2  
7 7  305786 1 26 -922.0 268 1 6  246 3 78 68 I 0 0 nd 
7 395 1 94 4 2664639 0 3 43 369 5 nd nd 0 0  nd 
79 373466.0 27 1 468 1 9 295 83 264 I nd nd nd nd 
0 38037 1 1 2670276. 1 323 .50 298.8 nd nd nd nd 
I 30474 3 8 264985 8 7 1 32 8 1 2 1 0 46 76.5 30 8 nd 
, j 1 \) � I :  20_- �08.3 .3 1 72 2 8  1 0-1 0 92 80 5 () nd , -
, , 3-1-10 j 5 26-13-109 9 1 67 72 1 05.0 62 68 0 o -l  nd 
. -1 3-1\)200 1 262QS70 2 1 I n  1 65 0  09 62 -1 0 nd 
5 329346 9 26358433 I · B . - )  1 4 2 2 H 87 7 1 3 9  nd 
6 3 3 0069.0 2624087 0 1 44 .66 1 39.0 56 56 5 0.4 nd 
7 3 32940 - 26 1 0 -34 I 1 3 8.85 1 36.0 86 88.9 ) 1  nd 
88 304208 7 2628878 5 1 22.92 I I · l0 37 64 3 26 8 nd 
9 3 1 9622.0 2603060 5 1 1 9 2 8 \ 1 8 5  72 7 1 2 0 nd 
90 35 2997 1 261 2228 0 1 7"2 1 2  1 62 0 5 65 2 0 nd 
9 1  3076 6 2  2 5  55672 1 02.98 1 0 1 .9 56 55 4 0 nd 
92 330972 1 257 1 0 5 9 1 22 97 1 1 9 5  9 1  88 0 0 
nd 
93 J·E902 8 2:9 1 1 8 I 1 -19 1 8  1 -12 5  1 0 5  9 9  I 0 nd 
Table B2 : Hydraul ic or geohydrologic properties determined from petrophys ical 
logs (National Dri l l ing Company United States Geological Survey­
Groundwater Research Proj ect 1 993 . 
[m21d square meters per day' m, meters ' mid, meters per da ] 
Ground- water 








.., .., _, .J 










5 1  
- ., - -
53  
54 
5 5  
I 
Trans missi ity 
Cm2/d) 
760 




9 . 7  
63 '" 
2 5 . 9  
1 48 
7 l .9 




27 .4  
2 1 . 0 
8 . 3  
.9  
777 
2 1 1 
. 3  
1 0 .9  
AI Am aquifer Hydraulic 
thickness I (m) conductivity 
(m/d) 
1 1 3 . 3  6.70 
77.9 .03 
60.9 .44 
4 1 . 8 .0 1 
20.0 .02 
44.0 . 22 
1 26 . 5  - . 00 
1 9.9  1 . 3 7  
20.2 7 .3 1 
62. 1 1 . 1 6  
48.6 1 .22 
1 6 . 5  . 1 8  
46.  ) 2 8 . 7  
3 5 . 6  4 . 2 6  
5 0 . 7  . 5 4  
48.9 .43 
39.0 .2 1 
3 3 . 9  .03 
3 5 . 8  2 1 . 7 
44.2 4 .76 











. 1 2  
.27 
. 06 
. 1 1 
.07  
.08 





., .,  . _ -' 
. 1 3  
.02 
.05 
Table B2 : Hydrau l ic or geoh dro logic properties determined from petroph sical  
logs - - cont inued 
Ground- water 
Transmissivity Al Ain aqu ifer Hydraul ic peci fic 





56 26.3  44. 1  0 .60 0.09 
57 5 3 . 1 66.4 . 80 .05 
58 9 .0  79.2 . I 1 .02 
59 49. 1 63 .2  .78  .05 
60 3 8 . 7  88 .9  .44 .05 
6 1  . 8  64 .6 .0 1 . 0 1  
62 3 .7 1 3 1  .03 . 0 1  
63 96 1 1 08 8 .90 . 1 0  
64 7 1 .3 90. 1 . 79 . 1 1 
65 . 1  6 .0 .0 1 .03 
67 3 . 6 68 . 1 .05 .03 
8 1  250 76 . 5  3 . 27 . 1 1 
82 452 86 .5  5 . 23 . 1 0  
83 82 68 .0 1 .2 1  .07 
84 2 3 . 6  62 .4 . 3 8  .06 
8 5  2 86 8 7 . 7  3 .26 .08 
86 1 57 56 .5  2 .78  .08 
87 1 ,700 88 .9  1 9 . 1  . 1 6  
8 8  1 93 64. 3  3 .00 . 1 1 
1 Thickness is the difference between predevelopment water level and the 
bottom o f  the aquifer as determined from petrophysical- log analysis . 
Tab le B3 : Est i mat ion of the aqu i fer propert ies (Nat iona l Dr i l l i ng Company, Un i ted States Geologica l  S urvey-Groundwater 
Research Project, 1 993) ,  
Ground W"I ' d'plh Scrtcn 1("8th Lo<arlon 
",.Iu (mtltn (m,',n ) UTM' 
pr.Jt<1 b,I ... �I) \ Coonllnlle X Coonlinafe 
numbtr 
I �2,9 37,� 2677489.5 39367�.8 
2 58.7 2B 2677553.0 39366�.!I 
3 4�7.0 1\ 2677490.6 393634.2 
4 39.6 6. 1 2677498.4 393649. 1 
5 42.7 6.7 2675789.0 389344.6 
6 1 70.7 1 1 0.2 2667305.7 386.313.8 
7 1 1 3.9 40.6 2664080.4 380942.0 
8 73 1 .� l\ 166597 1 .9 393110.5 
9 61 1 .4 1\ 1669 147.6 390727.9 
1 0  786.4 1\ 16589�8.7 381 480.3 
I I  488.3 1\ 16619 1 1 .1 385903.1 
I I A 1 1 0.3 63.6 1661909.3 38�939.8 
Ground-, urf"ff 
,1(\111110" (01rltl ' l  
'reo '110 me 
-
' .. , u Il G.p 408.2 
' .. rub Gap 408.2 
' .. ,'u h Gap 407.9 
7 .. rub Ca" 408.0 
AI J a ,, \\  1'1.ln 377.3 
I r"qio 34B 
i\I D"h i r  322.3 
l, m m  Ghar. 379.9 
AI . /."w 1'1.ln 369.6 
�l./)od 3 1 7.4 
" 01m Ghaf. 337.11 

























465 1 40.8 






StAlic " "Itr DrAMdoMn PumplnR C\ptcjfie 
It\tl (mtlcn Cmtltr.) rllit upadl) 
btlnw a.) (m','lI.) (01'1 .. ) 
._--
Jf) 92 .. .. .. 
J 1 .42 .. .. .. 
J2. 1 3  .. .. .. 
3 1 .2J .. .. .. 
32.29 .. .. .. 
1 11.62 1 1 0.91\ 4.46 0.040 
24.00 64.70 1 1 .96 0. 1 85 
2H. 1 4  .. .. .. 
29.68 .. .. .. 
1 5,(.0 .. .. .. 
26.50 .. .. .. 
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eld ind irafed by 
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rd or I'um prd. Yrl') 
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rd or I'Um flcd. \ r ry 
,· l r l llI,lir.ertl hr 
• If' A i r  1 1 ft I'ul1l l" 
u; r rookrd hoi •. 1\of 
rid Ind w.frr lI"ol i f).  
Tab le B3 : Est i mat i o n  o f  the aq u i fer p ropert ies -- cont inued . 
Ground WtU - drpth $cruD length Location Ground-$urrau D8t� pumped Tlmt PUr.lP .HftingT 5,fJllic wiler Orlwdown Pum ping Sp�CI(jC Sp«,roc 
wltrr (mttus (meten) UTM' tiC" alion (meters) (day/ pumptd (mett.,) 1"(1 (met.en ( mtttrs) r.tt upIClly conductlJlct'� Rrmlrlo 
proJ«1 btlo,. g.) Y Coordinale X Coordin ale A rea !Io a me month/) .. ,) (minute) btlow g,) (m'''',) (m'Ib,) wlter 
numbf'f ( I'S/em) 
1 2  223.9 52.8 2670609. 1 3335 1 5.6 Seh AI  Miah 1 75.6 1 6/ 1 2189 5 1 0  1 2 2.00 23.85 32.09 1 7.80 0.555 2,860 
1 3  372.0 1 22.0 266621 3.0 34476-1.0 G h a raba (o resl 1 9 1 .5 2011 2189 450 1 22.00 46.46 25.95 22.30 0.859 8,�50 
1 4  253.4 1 68.2 2668360.7 380303.5 Coca Cola plant 320.6 26/1 2189 460 1 2 2.00 28.00 23.36 20.29 0.875 1 ,500 
1 5  53.4 23.2 267 1 1 55.0 386144.1 Iraqia 348.5 30/ 1 1 189 �80 48.80 26. 5 1  9.84 1 1 .30 1 . 148 1 ,250 
1 6  99.7 29.0 2677389.9 384530.3 AI Jaww Plain 343.4 912190 29 94.50 33.28 60.32 - - 1 ,760 No • •  \ IUd 1�1. O.er-
pumping emptied .. ell; .Iow 
recover') indIcated small 
yield. 
1 7  5004 1 7.4 2674345.8 388463.8 AI Jaww Plain 367.3 2711192 4320 45. J 1 25.95 6.06 8 1 .75 13.49 487 Mull",,! yield and waler 
quality. 
1 8  5 1 .7 1 7.4 267679 1 .4 393546.3 Za ru b  Gap 403.4 312/92 1 920 45. 1 1  27.30 8.45 65.53 7.75 �8� Excellent yield and ,. a ler 
quality. 
1 9  �0.8 1 1 .6 2676523.7 380702.6 AI Jaww Plain 320.1 2012/90 450 30.50 1 9.34 1 .59 5.69 3.58 365 E.cellenl waler qu alily. 
20 232. 1 1 56.6 26642 1 6.2 395299.9 U m m  Chara 389.6 20/5190 300 1 86.00 20.36 77.80 1 4.80 0. 190 2,400 
2 1  609.6 Ii 2684295.2 375639. 1 l I ili  288.6 -- -- -- 69.81 - - - - Not cased. Air IiH pumping 
gIVe no yield. 
22 2 2 1 .7 8 1 .7 2660340.9 367988.3 Ain AI Faydab 234.0 20nl9O 300 54.90 6.78 1 .09 28. 1 0  25.78 1 4,400 
La lie yield; saline , .. Ier. 
23 1 80.2 40.6 2667 1 1 7.2 3�5886.5 Wadi AI Ain 2 1 3.3 1 3/8/90 320 1 43.30 35.53 39.89 3.07 
0.077 19,000 Specific conduclance gre"ler 
Ih.ln nearby wells. 
24 75.6 29.0 2694660.7 3744 1 3.8 Bida Bini Saud 29 1 .8 28/8/90 300 57.90 23.38 1 0.66 1 9.95 1 .87 1 
990 
25 1 55.0 86.8 2704858.7 367278.2 Bida Bini S.ud 303.0 24/9/90 300 103.60 52. 1 1  1 6.56 1 4.7 1 
0.888 1 ,800 
26 98.3 46.4 2690 1 73.8 3669 1 1 .3 Bida Bini Saud 265.1 26/1 1 /90 245 85.36 1 4.22 2.45 27.73 
1 1 .32 2,600 Good yield, fairly good wnler 
qualily. 
27 47.4 1 1 .6 2696782.8 358860.2 Bida Bini Saud 247.5 1 3/1 0/90 300 39.63 26.68 6.08 
10.52 1 .720 2,4 1 0  
2 8  1 68.5 8 1 .2 269�232.7 364028.1 Sh.bak well 254.5 30/10/90 300 39.63 1 3.80 
9.34 25.76 2.750 3,�00 Flirly good yield, only fai r 
field I .. lltr qu ality. 
Tab le B3 : Estimation of  the aq u i fer  properties -- conti nued . 
Ground \\ .11 • d.p.h Scrttn Itngth Locllion - Ground-turflct Dill pum pC'd l imC' Pump Jftllng' SUite wlltr Dra".,down Pumping Sp«lriC Sp«,fic 
""lltr (mtlt" (nltftn) l,ThI' ,ItVJlHon (mtltn) (d1rl pump<d (mC'I'") Inti (mttt" (m ... ") " tt  capkil)' conducl.nCt, Rtm .... kJ 
proJ«t 1><10" g.) \ Coordinate :\ Coo rdin ale Are. Name monlhl)ur) (m lnu',,) bdow ,. ) (m'/Ior) (m'/Ior) "lltr 
luJmbn (",/em) 
29 8�.3 1 7.6 2690927.2 355025.6 <'habak "ell 226.5 1 1 1 1 1 190 300 76.22 1 1 .96 29.86 1 1 .06 0.370 13,300 Poor ... ter q u . li!). 
field 
30 54.8 1 1 .6 2 706793.3 373438.9 Qu roa well field 303.2 1 611 2190 200 51 .82 38.72 2.46 26.22 1 0.66 962 Good yield; excellent .. .  ter 
quaht) . 
3 1  57.0 1 1 .6 270678 1 . 7  373283.9 Qu rra .. ell field 30 1 .3 2311 2190 300 50.91 37.52 l. U 25.82 1 2 . 1 2  7 1 0  f,xrellent " at e r q u .hf) Good 
1 6/619 1 4,320 5 1 .83 37.�6 6.04 52.28 8.660 720 ).eld; <lcellenl "ater qual o!} 
32 87.8 34.8 2 7 1 0366.8 364804.9 Near Mamoud 278.7 7/1191 300 8 1 .7 1  38. 1 6  8.64 1 5.�0 1 .794 900 r.iq,eld; excellent , .. ter 
Bin Al. (a rm� qualot} 
33 1 46.3 92.7 268933 1 . 1  372609. 1 \\ adi Tows». 285.3 8/1 2 190 300 : 23.48 24.:;7 34.23 22.87 0.670 3.100 Estimated 2, 1 00 mgll m." 
34 68.6 23.5 2722562.2 3681 15.2 Al AiD -Duba! 282.7 19/1191 300 67.98 42.29 4 .3 1  22.39 5.190 1 ,0 1 0  Good }idd, ncellent ...  ter 
highway qUAlity 
35 1 52.4 Ii 2699614.0 381 470.4 Wadi Towayya 320.7 - - - - - - - - Construct;on stopped, "ell  
.blodooed. 
36 59.6 34.8 2728997.87 3741 06.4 Kashuna 286.6 1 1 /3191 200 52.74 1 7. 1 2  23.65 7.42 0.3 1 0  4,200 
37 6 1 . 1  40.6 2 7 28527.53 367645.87 Al Khader 255.9 6/319 1 300 52.74 26.32 1 0.73 23.08 2 . 1 50 2,050 
38 45.2 1 1 .6 2 7 1 4939. 1 1  3740 1 4 . 1 7  \ 1  Moha)er 297. 1 1 5/5191 1 ,440 40.55 30.34 5.2 1  24.84 4.880 540 Good ,.eld, ucellent "8ter 
qualot) 
39 68.1 34.8 2733315.52 362759.08 Al Faqaa 224.2 22/3/91 300 56.70 25.69 9.39 22.43 2.390 2,250 About I ,!IOO mgll TDS. 
40 87.9 63.8 2737707.61 376882.05 Sh" aib 260.3 30/3/91 300 77.70 1 9. 1 1  29.43 1 9.30 0.660 1 , 1 00 About 737 mgll m<,. 
4 1  5 1 .8 Ii 2 7 1 4969.61 373344.331 Jabal Moba}er 293.2 -- -- - 30.88 -- - - - l nca..ed, to be u"d a� 
observation .. ell. 
42 62.9 1 7.6 2 7 1 4965.32 373365.94 Jabal l\1ohayer 293.7 2 8/419 1 1 .440 57.30 3 1 .08 0. 1 5  49.98 98.00 2.200 At sta rt  o ( p u m p,ng. 'Ilecifir 
6/519 1 1 ,440 56.09 3 1 . 1 6  0.94 85. 14 90.57 2,500 conductancr ... , 1 ,850, About 
1 .240 mgll, m.,. 
43 1 72.8 1 1 2.9 2 7 1 358 1 .20 355960.7 1  S .. eihan road 233.8 618191 300 1 2 3.70 26.72 1 06.38 1 0.00 0.094 6.3 10 About 4, 200 mg/I m" 
44 53.9 23.2 2720368.64 359657.03 Jabeeb 237.4 26/5191 300 48.78 20.56 4.77 20.79 4.360 1 ,300 About 871 mgll lU" 
45 35.7 1 1 .6 272 1 237.50 350923.23 Old Kadar \\ ell 2 0 1 . 6  8/6191 300 32.0 1 1 7 . 1 6  4.88 2 1 . 1 6  4.330 4,500 About 3,020 mg/1 m'o. 
Field 
46 66.1 34.8 2724045.40 338364.89 AI Aushush 1 50.3 8nl91 80 62.80 26. 1 7  3�.58 8.46 0.240 4.200 About 2,810 O1gll m.,. 
-
Tab le B3 : Est i mat ion  o f  the aq u i fer  propcrt ies -- cont i n ucd . 
Ground Wrll " drp,h ,",Crtfll I('nath Lonllon (.round· •. 1 1  rA, .. 1)"lr ll� llftl limr Pump HtlinJ(' ... Ifr (mr'rn (mtltn) UTMP ,It,,a,lon (mftrl � )  I"') pump<d (m".,,) 
proj .. , bdo .. g.) Y CoonJlnate X Coordlnale A rca Na me IIlonlh )tllr) (onlnu, .. ) 
numbtr 
47 93.8 46.4 272602 1 .39 3 2 1 04�.82 AI Aushulh 1 0�.4 .. .. 
48 67.1  29.� 270355�. 1 1  353262.64 Oido Din Solma 2 20.n 1 "17/9 1 I �O 63. 1 1 
49 306.3 6 2723584.50 3 1 8709.3 1 AI Aushulh 1 06.7 .. .. 
SO 60.3 I B  2 7 1 0488.83 337523.42 <,,,.ihan 1 6 1 .6 2 712192 300 56.40 
� I  8 1 .5 29.0 2 7 1 4 174.41  322909.23 N.,o\8h 1 29.11 2012192 720 �7.62 
�2 � 1 .4 1 1 .6 2703596.62 32 1 768.81 Nn,n,.h 1 34.2 4/31'J1 300 4B6 
53 72.8 23.2 26924 1 1 .38 3281 44.30 AI I iesrily 1 42.9 2(,13192 400 63.72 
�4 72.0 40.6 2701 050.76 3J5705.31 AI ' J I,hAlb 1 6�.(I I own 1 ,440 6!i.73 
55 70.9 34.8 16901 63.62 338640. 1 0  Saih AI SAlem 1 77.0 21113192 360 6�.72 
56 72.2 1 7,4 2690281 .93 3 1 8638.58 AI Nis.o ri)A 1 !i2.2 !iW92 1 ,440 �J.66 
�7 1 03.9 40.6 2685084. 1 0  3424 1 7.60 AI l,eel. 1 84.6 1 214192 720 82.3 I 
�8 84.4 46.3 26798�5. 1 2  328223 . 1 8  RemAh 1 46.3 2 1 14192 1 ,440 60.82 
59 93.6 34.8 26781 94.28 3 1 3695.82 AI h: hun. 1 46. 1 (,15192 720 80.20 
60 1 04.2 64.0 2671 4�2.44 3J04 � 1 .67 AI \n koh 1 6 1 .H 1 1 /!i192 720 76.22 
61 1 50.3 46.4 267991 8.93 3 4 � J J3.1 1 AI SAId 1 92.4 1 0/919 1 300 1 28.63 
62 279.0 1 1 6.0 267038 1 . 1 7  355884.93 AI ' l a q A m  2 1 0.7 2!i1�192 300 1 52.44 
63 3 1 4.2 1 2 1 .8 266978 1 . 1 7  348780.33 She AI 'Ii.h 1 99.R 2(,/Hm 300 228.60 
64 1 49.4 8 U  267�1 77.80 350445.63 SOlllh AI Sud 208.(, 28/919 1 300 1 23.68 
6� 3 1 1 .0 1\ 2684435.51 35!i639.20 AI .l aho r 220.Q I HI�I'12 2!i0 76.2 1 
66 79. 1 29.0 268469 1 .50 339033.22 \\ odl Towano 269. 1 91 1 019 1  1 ,440 73. 1 7  
67 1 47.8 �8.0 1685922.06 365786. 1 6  \\ o d ;  Towayya 168.2 2 !il l 0/9 1 540 1 1 1 .6 
68 42.8 1 7.4 2664638.95 3951 94.36 \\ Adl SR'. 388. 1 ('/ 1 1 1'1 1 6.5 40.24 
-- r7." "'-'.IiC " "Itr U",,,, do"n 
It\tl (lI1ftt" (OIrlrn) 
hrlm\ R')  
- .-
1 1 .96 49.97 
( 1.62 .. 
23.!i9 30. I H 
7.93 1 2 .(,11 
4.29 2!i.3(, 
7.3!i 1 9.23 
24.99 W,(,1 
3 1 . 1 �  1 8.J� 
1 8.49 1 0.87 
�0.93 1 �.29 
9.6 1 1 2.64 
1 3.84 1 0.37 
1 9.64 1 0.H3 
77.97 40.3R 
40.94 8 1 .74 
47.72 1I0.7!i 
8!i 02 !i6. 2 1  
211 4 1  4 4  HJ 
1 3.911 1 8.44 
1 9.94 26.30 








2 1 .110 
1 6.2 1 
211. 1 0  
20.30 
I R. 1 2 
6.8 1 
!iO.76 
1 1 .68 
82.40 




1 1 .96 
4.30 
1 1 .2� 







upacil) (OndIlCfAI1(f. RtOl"a,., 
(m1, hI") ",.Irr ( l.-em) 
.. 9,2HO \111 I('''ed, .. ell rh,��ed, 
0. 1 70 9,9�1I ,�",nll ) ,eld.  I'oor " o ler 
CiIi A l i t � .  
.. .. \III ,I"\fllll 'ed 
0.(,90 4,3011 ,\houl 2.HRO m�1I m". 
1 .2110 1 9.000 I'o, r .\ ,dol . •  aline .. aler 
O.791l 1 4'(,RIl f AI' � 1I�lcI, poor " 8ftr 
q u o h l )  
1 .0!i0 1 1 .00() Ponr H "'er q U Ail.) . 
1 . 200 1 4. 1 01) ' "" .\ Irld. 
0.360 7, 1 00 SOlO II ) ield. 
4.670 9,400 (.01U1 ) 1(.'ld;  (loor " 81tr 
(I U n l ' l )  
0.760 1 0,6011 I on ) ,r1d; poor \\8ler 
qUR"I)  
6.!i20 5,�60 ,\houl 3,720 mgll Jl)S. 
7.830 5.8RO \1)1)111 3,940 ",�II m.,. 
3.200 4. 1 00 AlollIl 1 2,7!iO m�1I fJ)S. 
0.230 4,470 .�,"oll ) ,eld. 
0.074 3.660 �moll  ) ;e l < l ;  r.lr " oler 
flun l l t .� . 
0, 1 51 1 1 �.200 ."mol l  ) ,ri d ;  1I00r \\ Alrr 
'1un l i '}  . 
0.076 2 . 1 60 . �mnl l  ) ,r1 d ;  r.i n )  Rood _er 
'1I In l i ') .  
o.2�1l 1 2 ,201) 'IlInll ' Irld: poo r " Hlrr 
4PlUilf  .� 
11.930 7.4211 \hnlll 4,970 m�1l T1>">. 
0.!i90 7.420 "holll 4.970 mJUI ms. 
.. 2,11711 ' r r) �",AII yoi'll!' 
- ----

















9 1  
9 2  
93 
W .II ' d.�lh 'crt,,, Itnlth LOUllon (;rollnd·l m r,,« (' UnIt 1III IIqU'" Tim. J)UnlP UffII1R' 
(m.l.ro flllflrn ) UTM' tlnAtion (I1Irlr. � ) ( 11,,,/ IWmptd (m ... ,,) 
btlo .. I') Y Coo rdinate X Coordlnale \ r u  Name ItHlll lh,\tftr }  (mlnuln) 
89.0 1\ 270�60 1 .67 3 7 1 07 1 .52 QHm Snbah 292.4 1 �/ 1 /91 92 85.95 
9 1 .4 1\ 2670276, 1 0  3803 7 1 . 1 4  M A / yad 32B 1 11/21'12 720 79.27 
46.4 29.0 2 6498�8.69 304743.83 BidA I lRrib 1 32.9 l iMn 300 29.86 
62.0 35.4 2657083.73 339715.73 SrAh Sabra 1 72.3 HI6I')2 600 56.40 
4 1 .4 29.0 2 643409.93 344073.48 I I m m  Salmien 1 67.7 1 (,/(,/92 300 35.06 
1 8 1 .4 7!U 2629�70.13 349200. 1 4  A I  \Jleer 1 8 1 . 2  2W.t92 1 73 76.29 
93.9 40.6 263S843.J4 329346.88 AI Antll 1 4B JI'II92 JOO 76.51 
64.6 29.0 2624087.0� 330068.96 7",'ob. 1 44.7 317192 350 48.78 
64.5 46.4 2610�34. 1 0  332940.47 Ai l l u m ",n 1 38.9 2(,/11/92 300 �7.92 
67.6 4(,,) 2628878.52 304208.67 AI Y AeelA 1 2 2  . .1 .. _. _. 
67.2 29.0 2603060.53 3 1 9622.04 Al lhqul81 1 1 8.9 2 1 111/92 300 45.73 
J06.7 9 1 .4 2 6 1 2227.97 3�2997 . 1 4  A I  Wa�Ro 1 72 . 1  2 1 17/92 500 77.74 
��.� 40.7 2�8�567.2� 307686. 1 7  AI QUR 1 03.11 I 1 111/'12 300 1 8.29 
1 06.6 5 1 .7 2�781 0�.87 330972 . 1 0  A I  WallRn 1 23.0 J 1 17/92 JOO 77.72 
1 05 . 1  92,0 1398 1 1 8.06 342902.80 AI WagAn 1 48.6 1 7/11/92 300 78.66 
a Well depth is the cased and screened depth except fo r u n cased boreho les. 
For u ncased boreholes, the depth is  the d ri l led d e p t h .  
P U T M ,  U n iversal  Transverse M ercator grid coo rd i n a t e  ( see section on 
"Cartography" for expla nation).  
y Pu m p-sett ing meas u rements a re fro m the top of t h e  cas ing. 
& U ncased boreho le, 
.'u,I( ",.Itr Ih ,.wdnn,n PUOI IIIIIK '\JlfClnr �I'tclnr r 
Inti ( '"tfrr, (tlltl", , )  ,.'t ulullclt, con,hlcIIIHf. l{,nurk. 
hflf)� �,) (m'/hr) (m',hr) "'"Itr 
(p. em) 
3 1 93 �1.77 6.47 0. 1 20 3,070 IS"'"" .1 icld, Jlood " Rlfr 
Ci,,·lil, 
2H.% 1 6,112 1 9.26 1 .200 1 .�30 I Hrllrll l ll ftlrr q " .IIt) 
1 1 .94 2.13 1 7.�0 6.4 1 0  B,200 (.lInll \ ,dcJ. poor " n ltr 
'I".lil) 
I J.HO 9.(.H 1 6.56 1 .7 1 0  2 2,2011 I'Ai'  l .rld . ..  I,nr " .lrr. 
1 0.H5 l R.99 20.23 1 .060 1 2.6(HI 
20.04 23.29 30.3J 1 .430 7.4/111 r R t '  n ft 't r Q UAlit).  
1 .J3 2J.U5 J4.60 I . �UO 46.ROII 'Hlillf " A 'r r. 
!I.26 27.52 27.76 1 .0 1 0  2 1 ,0011 
3.24 4 1 .3(, 1 7.00 004 1 0 1 4,8011 
H.29 -- -- _. 7H,IIIIII \\ 011 fillod ,, ; I h  <HOd. \\ o l r r  
'I11I11 1·h· "I1I) . 
2. 1 1 �9.25 9. 1 3  O. l lIn 55.1100 "'aline " Bier 
20.08 29. 1 1 n. 1 7  0.760 7, 1 00 \ q l l l frr Ie"" . 
1 .04 ( •. H 1 6.3� 2.620 20U.OOn 'nllne ,\ n l rr. 
5.J5 54.72 4.40 O,ORO 2R.9011 \ r. \ '", All  ) irlrl 
(.,49 n.7U 37.36 1 .640 1 4,000 I n i r  \ Idel, poor ", olrr 
r]U A l i l ) .  
Tab le B4 : ummary o f  hydraul ic characteristics of AI  A in aquifer and wel l  efficienc ies 
determin ed by analyses o f  data obtained during p umping and recovery at 
proj ect we l ls  (National Dri l l ing Company United States Geological Survey­
Groundwater Research Proj ect 1 993) .  
[ m2/d square meters per day' m,  meters; mid, meters per day' - - ,  no data; 
T transmiss ivity; obs . ,  observation; avg. , average S storage coe fficient; 
WED, water and E lectric ity Department; >, greater than] 
Ic rou nd-Wllt�r Tnansmissivity 1 Aquif�r Hyd nauJic Stonge WeU efficiency 
proj�ct w�1J ( m2/d) thickness cond uctivity coefficient ( percent) Comm�nts 
n u m b�r ( m) (mid) 
6 8 .8  5 1 .3 02 -- - rr from recovery 
est 
7 S.� SO.3 . 1  -- -- r  from re o. er) 
est 
I I A 1 1 7 62. 1 1 .9 0.0046 -- lobs. wel l data, T lavg. of2 values 
1 3  1 5 7 88.2 1 . 8 .000339 -- pbs. wel l data, rr avg. of3 values, 
I Is avg. o f 2  val ues 1 4  : 5 7  1 06.9 - .., . 0029 -- Obs. wel l  data ) . -
L- I 1 .9 1 6 2 7 -- -- INo obs. ,,'<el l 
1 7  1 ,720 1 7.2 1 00 .046 54 rr and S a g. of 2 
!va l ues from obs. Iwel l  data 
1 8  3 ,570 1 9.4 1 84 .0748 8 tr and S avg. of 3 
values from obs. Iwel l data 
, ..,  7 1 3  1 04 . 4 6 . S  -- 40
2 
.... � 1 . 8 1 1 3 . 3  .02 -- -- Ivery l ow )ield _J 
24 57.0 76.0 . S  - - 40
2 
25 38.0 6 1 .9 . 6  - - 402 
26 26 1 77.9 3 A  - - �0
2 
28 405 93.7 4.3 .004 -- rr avg. of 6 val ues 
30 5,320 20.0 266 .00077 -- Obs. wel l data, T lavg. of 3 val ues 
from ob . wel l T �vg. of3 val ues 
from obs. wel l 
WED- 1 02 
3 1  1 .200 2 1 .2 : 6 . 6  .0004-+5 --
32 26.0 44 . 5  . 6  - - 40
2 
3 3  1 3 . 5  1 26 . 5  . 1  - - 40
2 iAvg. of2 val uees, 
Ino obs. wel l  
34 87.0 23 .4  3 . 7  -- 40
2 rr avg. o f 2  val ues 
Tab le B4 : S um mary o f  hydraul ic characteristics of  A l  Ain aqu i fer and wel l 
e ffi c ienc ies determined by analyses of  data obtained d uring pumping 
and recovery at project wel l s  -- cont inued 
G round- Transmi sivity I Aquifer  Hyd ra u l ic torage Well  
water project ( m2/d)  t h ickness cond uctivity coefficient efficiency Comments 
wel l  n u m be r  (m) ( rn/d) ( percent) 
37 40.0 23.0 1 . 7 - 40
2 T avg. of2 valu es 
3 8  1 ,740 1 9.9 86A 0.00 1 37 -- T and S avg. 0 [ 2  
val ues from obs. 
wel l  WE D-4 1 2  
39 89.0 20.2 4.4 .000455 -- T avg. on values, 
S ave. o f 2  va lues 
from obs. wel l  
40 1 74 . 0  62. 1  2 . 8  - -- Recovery test from 
pumping wel l  
4 1  5 800 - - - - .0000086 -- Karstic l im estone 
42 6,000 -- -- - - -- Karstic l im estone 
-l-l 1 87 1 6. 5  1 1 . 3  - - -- T avg. of2 values 
-l5 75 . 0  46. 1 1 . 6 -- 402 
50 6.5 39.0 . 2  -- 67 INo obs. wel l ,  
computer analysis 
T=5.06 
5 1  77.0 33.9 2.3 -- 1 2  No obs. wel l ,  
computer analys i s  
T= 1 0.90 
52 l OA 3 5 . 8  . 3  -- 45 No obs. wel J ,  
computer analysis 
T=5A5 
53 2 5 . 7  44.2 .6 - - 25 N o  obs. wel l ,  
computer analysis 
T=60.39 
5-l 4.9 36.4 . 1  -- -- Wel l sti l l  
developing, 
computer analysis 
T=6. 2 1 
5 5  1 1 2 54.4 2 . 1  .0064 - - Wel l sti l l  
developing, 
T and S avg. 
o f 2  val ues from 
obs. wel l  
56 94.4 44. 1 2. 1 -- 5 5  No obs. wel l ,  
computer analysis 
T=3 5.60 
5 7  1 2. 0  66A .2 
- - 53 No. obs. wel l  
5 8  244 79.2 3 . 1  -
- 88 No. obs. wel l  
Tab le B4 : ummary o f  h) draul ic c haracterist ics of AI in  aq uifer and \ve l l  
I 
ffic ie nc ie determined by anal se o f  data obta i ned during pumping 
and r c very at  project we l l s  -- cont i nued 
rou n d - T r a n  mi i\-it} I I q u i fcr Hydra u l ic torage I \hll  
� a tcr proje t ( mIld ) t h ic kn e  conducth ity coefficient efficienq omment 
� e l l  n u mber ( m )  (mid) (percent) 
59 
60 












9 1  
93 
2 1 4  63 .2  3 .4 - - 93 INo ob . wel l 
253 88.9 2 . 8  - - 97 INo obs. wel l  
2 5 . 6  64 .6 4.3 0 .00086 - - T and avg. of 
2 val ues from 
obs. \\ el l 
67.3 68. 1 0  1 .0 - - 6 No ob . wel l  
2 3 6 -- -- -- 45 T avg. o f 2  values 
266 76.5 3 . 5  -- 40
2 
2 8 .4 86.5 .3  -- 48 T avg. o f 2  val ues 
1 9 .0 68.0 .3  -- 3 1  T avg. of2 val ues 
1 8 .0 62.4 .3  -- 40 T avg. of2 a lues 
82.0 87 .7  .9  - - 1 4  T avg. of 2 val ues 
1 8 .0 56.5 .3 - - 40
2 
T avg. o f 2  values 
29.0 88.9 .3  - - 8 T avg. of 2 values 
8.0 7 1 .2 . 1  - - 40
2 
2 74 65.2  4 .2  .00728 49 T a g. of 2 val ue 
from obs. wel l 
43 1 5 5 . 4  7 . 8  - - 6 T avg. of2 value 
1 7. 0  99. 1 . 2  - - 65 T avg. of 2 values 
1 .  Transmissivity values were adj usted where well effic ienc ies were determined 
or estimated. 
2. Estimated wel l  efficiency. 
Tab le B5 : Recharge estimates determ i ned from transm iss ion- loss and stream now-rou t i ng  mode l for dra i nage bas i ns near 
the eastern study area (Nat ional Dri l l i ng Compa ny, Un i ted States Geo logica l  S urvey-G roundwate r Research 
Project, 1 993).  
[ K m2, square k i lometers ; m)/sec, cubic meters per second ; m, meters ;  km, k i l ometers] 
Mode led bas i n  Mode led runo ff Model chan ne l  Mode led runo rr Mode led 
Drainarc Gap name Area ( k m
2) rechargc2 ( m3/sec) width d istance from runo rr enters 
basin ( m3/sec) (n1} _ __ &a� (krn)_ st udy area 
l A, B, C l I ADF 62.0  0.030 0.002 1 42 .7  1 6. 1  NO 
2 SI I l BA K  1 8 .0  . 006 . 00 1 0  45 . 7  2 1 . 6 NO 
3 KHU RAY M AH 56 .5  . 020 .0033 54.9 29 .8  YES 
4 M AY H AH 9 1 . 7 .033 .003 3 5 1 . 8 55 .4 YES 
S A  M AQ AM 36 .7  .009 .0007 45 .7  1 0 .6  YES 
58 WASA .009 . 0007 45 . 7  1 0 .6 YES 
6A S U M E I N I  N 266 .079 .0053 70. 1 29 .H  YES 
6B SUMEINI  S .07 1 . 0052 60.9 3 5 .4 YES 
7 U WAYNAH 2 1 .6 . 0 1 0  . 00 1 6  48 .8  1 4. 0  NO 
8 RI M RAMA 34.4 .0 1 8  .0023 5 1 . 8 1 6.2  NO 
9 S H ARM 209 .088 . 0096 67. 1 29.0 NO 
l OA S I BI IAH 327 . 002 .0004 48 .8  6 . 3  NO 
r n u J� � ;;J . ,-, V I I L I I I UV U  
Drainare Gap name Area (km2) Modeled bas in  Modeled runo rf 
basin recl�argc2 ( m3/see) 
l OB KAl-IAL 0. 0 1 9  0 .0050 
1 0C MAI IDAH . 1 5 5 .0 1 05 
1 1 A ZARUB 532  . 1 45 . 0 1 48 
1 1  B S H I K  . 1 45 .0 1 48 
1 2A LI HASI 1 44 . 047 .006 1 
1 2B HAM AD .022 .003 1 
1 3A AJRAN N 244 . 074 .00 1 8  
1 3 B  AJRAN S .074 .00 1 8  
1 4  SHUKAYYAH 308 . 1 56 .0 1 1 6  
1 5  S I DDRAT 54 .2 .027 .0048 
1 6  AL FATAI-I 258  . 1 45 . . 0080 
1 7  KHU BAYB 208 . 1 32 .0047 
TOTAL 2,87 1 . 1  1 . 5 1 () 0 . 1 225 
1 N u mber corresponds to locat ions shown on Figure 2 .23  
2 Assumed to be groundwater under flow beneath gap f()r steady state cond itions 
Mode l  channel  Modelcd runo IT  i\looc lco 
width d istance fro lll runo fT entcrs 
!l1l ga� {km2 st ud) area . 
57 .9  46 .8  YES 
67. 1 5 1 . 2 YES 
67. 1 64 .8  YES 
67. 1 64. 8  YES 
54 .9  25 . 1 YES 
54 .9 3 1 . 3 Y ES 
54.9 25 .9  YES 
54.9 25 . 9  NO 
73 .2  82 ,4  NO 
54.9 22 .2 NO 
60.9 67 .2 NO 
67. 1 27 .8 NO 
�, � � U:-h!J'� �\j :�Lhi' 
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